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SPECIAL NOTATION

The following extract is taken from the minutes of 
the Cleveland Little Hoover Commission meeting of 
January 12, when this report was considered:

"During the discussion it was brought out that 
the Police Report was unique as compared to 
other Commission reports in that it did not have 
general agreement with the concerned city depart
ment personnel. Out of the total of 65 recom
mendations made, only 31 — mostly minor points - 
were accepted, while 3^ major ones were rejected.

"In order to resolve the impasse and to reach 
agreement, the following recommendation was duly 
moved, seconded, and unanimously approved. It 
also has the full concurrence of Police Chief 
Wagner.

'The Mayor should supplement the Public 
Administration Service Report with further 
independent study to resolve all points of 
disagreement. This should include a tho-r- 
ough analysis of other cities where pro
cedures recommended in the Public Admin
istration Service Report are now working 
but are presently felt to be unworkable 
in Cleveland. Based on these findings a 
"work with" action program should be 
developed and implemented'."
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INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

The city's police activities, which are composed of account No. 70 
General Administration, No. 71 Division of Police, No. 72 Police 
Signal System, are the city's largest and in I965 employed 27^2 
personnel and had expenditures of $16,675^000. It is headed by the 
Chief of Police who reports to the Director of Public Safety.

In view of the specialized nature of police work,.the Cleveland 
Little Hoover Commission selected professional consultants to make 
the study. During the study and particularly the Oral Report and 
Action Program meetings, the project committee which was composed 
of members of C.L.H.C., concerned city administration personnel and 
a Council member discussed individually and in groups the progress 
and findings of the consultants. The discussions have emphasized 
several items, which while brought out in the report, deserve special 
mention here.
The problems of police activities are not unique to Cleveland but 
are nation-wide general problems, particularly in central cities 
surrounded by suburbs.

A number of factors are involved. They are:

... population changes

... the coalescence and organization of minority groups

... the increase in poverty areas surrounded by affluent 
areas

... the general increase of lawlessness

... the increase in riots

... the increase of disrespect for law and order and the 
increase of disrespect for law enforcement personnel

These factors are forcing new concepts in law enforcement from the 
traditional concept of the apprehension of the law breaker. The 
total answers do not appear on the horizon. Even cities such as 
Los Angeles and Chicago, which the professionals believe to have 
the most modern police departments, had the worst riots. However, 
this does point out that Cleveland must make the recommended 
changes rapidly.

In this report the word reorganization appears. The word up-date 
might be more to the point. This report makes 65 recommendations, 
but to keep it in perspective with other studies it is po.inted out 
the Project No. 1^ - Construction makes 76 recommendations. No. 17 - 
Waste Collection makes 35 and No. 1 - Personnel makes 53-



INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS,(Cont'd)

Unlike other reports, this study recommends a completely differ
ent philosophy of procedure. It will require revising many methods 
that have been in use for some time. Also^ many of the recommenda
tions cannot be started until others have been finished. As a 
result^ the city should not expect to see these changes made over
night. The most ambitious estimate on when all recommendations 
could be placed into operation is three years.

To place the program into operation as soon ,as .posaible^ it is 
urged that the city retain the services of -an outside professional 
organization that can work with the administration and the police 
department.

Special attention is called to the immediate activation of the 
community relations proposals in this study.

Attention also is called to recommendation No. 7 that says, "allow 
attrition to. exceed employment", which means the size of the depart
ment should not be increased. This is based on the premise that 
better quality of personnel is required rather than simply more 
policemen.

Because the analyst has stated it will take years to upgrade the 
department to the desired level of efficiency, it is obvious that 
Cleveland must fill its Immediate police needs by adding men to 
the department. Therefore, the addition of 200 patrolmen at this 
time as recommended by the Mayor is believed presently to be the 
best procedure. Eventually, through activation of the recommenda
tions contained in this report, the police department can operate 
at greater efficiency and with a relatively smaller force.

A. A. Sommer, Jr.
Responsible Commission Member



Project No, 6--Police Division
SUMMARY OF REPORT

This report. Police Services in Cleveland, Ohio, results from a 
study undertaken in order that (1) a professional and impartial evaluation 
could be made of the management and operation of the Cleveland Police 
Division and (2) broad plans could be prepared for improvement of Cleve
land’s police service. The study and report, because of time limitations, 
are generally restricted to basic rather than detailed treatment of the 
Division. The report, in effect, offers guidelines for short- and long- 
range actions to provide the City with a superior police service.

It is important to note that many major recommendations are 
dependent in some measure on other supporting recommendations.

It is proposed that a high quality of leadership be provided for 
the Department. This may be developed within the Department from its 
own resources over a long period of time. It may be developed more 
quickly by use of a management team recruited from outside the Depart
ment. The latter approach should be used with the understanding that 
most if not all members of the team will withdraw when superior leader
ship can be provided internally.

Total reorganization should be accomplished to provide clear 
lines of authority and responsibility, a reasonable span of control, 
unity of command, and separation of line, staff, and auxiliary functions. 
Every effort should be made during reorganization to divest the Department 
of all nonpolice functions.

It is proposed that the Department’s entire field operations be 
upgraded and that the Patrol Bureau’s responsibility be substantially 
enlarged. Specialized elements should be disbanded or consolidated, and 
one-man patrol units should be used in combination with two-man units.
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Investigative personnel should work singularly except where need 
indicates otherwise, and every effort should be made to return investi
gative personnel, performing clerical tasks, to field operations.

It is proposed that staff services be centralized and improved 
and adequately provide for inspectional services, intelligence, internal 
security, extensive and intensive planning and research, and other 
equally important services.

Provisions should be made for a new integrated records and com
munications system, and detention responsibilities should be transferred 
to another agency. Electronic data processing should be integrated into 
the new records and communications processes.

It is proposed that a sound personnel management program be 
adopted in order to provide for improved recruiting, selection, train
ing, compensatory and promotional practices, and disciplinary processes; 
and to provide educational incentives, provide for and encourage early 
retirement, and minimize needs for limited duty assignments.

It is proposed that a new headquarters building be constructed 
or the present one extensively renovated and expanded.

Automotive vehicles should be replaced and additions made to the 
fleet, and modern office equipment purchased. Base and mobile communi
cations equipment should be secured and portable transceivers provided 
to all field units.

It is proposed that an effective community relations program 
be established so that both the police and the community may bettor 
understand each other’s problems and together may objectively seek 
meaningful solutions to the problems. The vehicle serving this purpose 
would be a Police and Community Relations Division and a citywide Police 
and Community Relations Council which would promote understanding of and 
action toward police-community goals through participation in community 
programs and objective communications through proper channels.



Project No. 6 - Police^ Account No. 70 - General Administration
Account No. 71 - Division of Police, Account No. 72 - Police Signal System

Recommendations

1. Provide new leadership

2. Abolish position of Executive Officer

3. Provide for department legal officer

U. Develop effective community relations program

5. Divest department of non-police functions:
a. Bail for tickets
b. Tow service
c. Ambulance service
d. Detention

a/6. Adopt.proposed departmental organization ->

7. Allow attrition to exceed employment

8. Use salary savings for management purposes
b /9. Adopt patrol bureau organization

10. Transfer patrol bureau to 5'th district

11. Adopt combination one and two-man units

12. Reduce number of foot patrolmen

PROPOSED PLAN OF ACTION

Person To Action
Initiate Action Starting Date

Action Should 
Be Completed

These recommendations indicate major changes 
of an evolutionary nature over a period of 
years. Many recommendations depend upon each 
other. As a result, specific aims have not 
been set for specific recommendations.

See recommendations 3, 16, 21, 26, 28, 29 and 30*
b/ Upon installation of temporary but improved communications and completion of adequate training.



Project No. 6 - Police^ Account No. 70 - General Administration
Account No. 71 - Division of Police, Account No. 72 - Police Signal System

PROPOSED PLAN OF ACTION (Cont'd)

Recommendations
Person To

Initiate Action Sta
Action Action Should
rting Bate Be Completed

13- Deploy personnel by need

14. Enlarge patrol bureau responsibility

15. Restrict augmentation of specialized elements 
through transfer from patrol

16. Organize Traffic Division

17. Abolish position of Commissioner of Traffic These recommendations indicate major changes
Control and replace with Deputy Inspector of an evolutionary nature over a period of 

years. Many recommendations depend upon each
18. Deploy Traffic Division personnel according other. As a result, specific aims have not

to needv
c/19. Raise enforcement index to 20 —'

20. Disband mounted troops

21. Organize Investigations Division

22. Provide for maximum use of investigators for 
field purposes

23. Minimize use of two-man investigative teams

24. Provide for individual assignments and account-

been set for specidric recommendations.

ability for cases

25. Rotate personnel out of investigations

26. Organize Youth and Women's Division

.27. .Transfer school cross.ing guard responsibility



Project Wo. 6 - Police^ Account No. 70 - General Administration
Account No. 71 - Division of Police^ Account 72 - Police Signal System

Recommendations

28. Organize Vice Unit

29. Organize Staff and Inspection Bureau

30. Organize Auxiliary Services Bureau

31. Extend recruiting base

32. Adopt new recruiting qualifications before 
next recruitment

33. Use oral interviews for patrolmen selection

3^+. Examine medically, all recruits

35. Intensify background investigations

36. Appoint recruits in civilian capacity

37. Adopt new training programs

38. Rotate personnel

39. Separate unsatisfactory probationary personnel

UO. Redefine residency requirements
g/

41. Adopt new classification and pay plan

PROPOSED PLAN OF ACTION (Cont'd)

Person To Action
Initiate Action Starting Bate

Action Should 
Be Completed

These recommendations indicate major changes 
of an evolutionary nature over a period of years. 
Many recommendations depend upon each other. As 
a result, specific aims have not been set fop 
specific recommendations.

Medical examinations were not evaluated. This simply relates the medical to the total selection process 
e/ For inclusion in I967-I968 budget.



Project No. 6 - Police, Account No. 70 - General Administration
Account No, 71 - Division of Police, Account No. 72 - Police Signal System

PROPOSES PLAN OF ACTION (Cont'd)

Person To Action Action Should
Recommendations Initiate Action Starting Date Be Completed

il-2. Compensate for overtime
a. Payment of overtime accumulated through

February 28, 19^7
b. Overtime earned beginning March 1, 19^7

U3. Limit overtime compensations beyond sergeancies

44. Provide total uniforms
These recommendations indicate major changes

45. Adopt new medical program of an evolutionary nature over a period of
years. Many recommendations depend upon each

46. Adopt oral examinations as part of the promotional other. As a result, specific aims have not
process been set for specific recommendations.

47. Provide specialized training in promotional process

48. Adopt new examination protest process

49. Discontinue seniority as promotional factor

50. Discontinue shooting proficiency as a promotional 
factor

51. Establish one year promotional probationary periods

52. Create exempt positions, deputy and full inspector- 
ships

f/53. Schedule promotional examinations ->

For' all officers effective date of next budget. On date of individual recruit appointments.

tabu k



Project NOo 6 - Police^ Account No. 70 - General Administration
Account No. 71 - Division of Police, Account No. 72 - Police Signal System

PROPOSED PLAN OF ACTION (Cont'd)

Action Action Should
Starting Date Be Completed

A
54. Adopt educational incentive program

a. Educational funds
b. Promotional eligibility and/or credit
c. In-grade payment for college work

55. Adopt new disciplinary processes

56. Minimize number of light duty personnel These recommendations indicate major changes of
an evolutionary nature over a period of years.

57. Reduce mandatory retirement age recommendations depend upon each other. As
a result, specific aims have not been set for

58. Adopt new retirement program specific recommendations.

59. Encourage voluntary retirement
tV-60. Adopt sound financial management program •

Recommendations
Person To 

Initiate Action

61'. Construct new headquarters or add to and remodel 
present structure

Provide new communications system
63. Provide new records facilities and system-^

64. Provide for electronic data processing

65. Augment auto fleet, replace 80 percent of vehicles, 
provide replacement and maintenance schedules

g/ Scheduled for adoption by state law January 1, I967.
h/ In conjunction with Director of Finance.
iy District stations are discussed under recommendation 9* 
jy Contingent in part on building plans.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This section of the report on the Cleveland, Ohio, Police 
Division is presented to provide perspective and a basis of 
understanding for the chapters which follow.

Report Objectives

Study of the Police Division was undertaken in order that 
(1) a professional and impartial evaluation could be made of its 
management and operations, and (2) broad plans could be prepared 
for improvement of Cleveland's police service. An assumption is 
made that the community is prepared to adequately finance and 
otherwise support a soundly based program of law enforcement 
designed to minimize criminal depredations, traffic accidents and 
congestion, and public disorder but, also, that it will insist on 
an adequate return for its efforts and support.

Careful attention has been given, therefore, not only to 
field operations, which are the only reasons for which the 
division was established, but also to general organization and 
management and to all supportive or facilitative services. The 
report provides basic guidelines for a long-range program of 
divisional rebuilding and rehabilitation.

Report Limitations

The Public Administration Service proposal for the 
provisions of technical assistance to the Cleveland Little Hoover 
Commission said, in part, "Time limitations preclude an exhaustive 
study and the development of detailed plans for the administration
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and operation of the Cleveland Police Division." This comment was 
made in a precautionary sense and, during the course of the study, 
found to be more real than merely apparent.

The multimillion dollar police services operation in 
Cleveland is complex indeed. Its stage of development, in the 
context of knowledge now available, is a generation behind modern 
police management concepts and technology. This has made critical 
the normally stringent time limitation which has restricted the 
study staff to basic rather than detailed treatment of the 
Division.

General Backdrop

An evaluation of the Police Division can have real meaning 
only when it is made against the backdrop of the total government 
of which it is but one part. The survey staff's inquiry irito 
police affairs and management has, by its very nature, required 
some overview of other departments and divisions, and other public 
and quasi-public agencies and units, and an insight into policies 
and practices which impinge on or tend to support or fail to 
support sound management practices in the Division.

Unsound practices within the Division have counterparts in 
other areas of local government, in fiscal and financial manage
ment, personnel matters, and others. This report may seem to deal 
harshly with the Division, but this is so because such treatment 
rises from an objective view of the circumstances. It reflects, 
as well, on other aspects of local government. It is unlikely 
that important advances can be made in improving Cleveland's 
police services if the latter is treated singularly and out of 
context with other departments and divisions.
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Guidelines to Mecisurement and Evaluation

It is rather commonly accepted that standards are avail
able against which to measure functions, activities, and other 
aspects of the police service. It must be said, though reluct
antly, that the police service has not yet reached a level of 
sophistication which permits of standards definition. However, 
certain concepts and guidelines have established their worth and 
may be used as a basis for evaluation.

Organ]zation
The term organization may be used in reference to both 

structure and process. In the first, our concern is with the 
hierarchial arrangement of bureaus, units, and sections of the 
Division established formally and, usually, diagrammatically 
presented for understanding and clarity. In the second, our 
concern is with growth and change tovzard stated objectives 
whether the latter be a new organizational structure, program, or 
process. Structure, once established is not immutable; conditions, 
people, and objectives all change and unless an organization is 
viable its very rigidity precludes the probability of successful 
administration and operation. Certain basic assumptions, commonly 
called principles of organization, have been developed.These 
may be listed as follows:

1. Work should be apportioned among the various 
individuals and elements according to some 
logical plan.

2. Lines of authority and responsibility should 
be made as definite and direct as possible.

■=/ Municipal Police Administration , I nt e rna tional City 
Managers' Association, 5- Edition, 1961



3. A workable span of control requires limiting 
the number of subordinates supervised by one 
officer, and this span seldom should be 
exceeded.

4. Unity of command should pertain throughout 
the organization.

5. Responsibility cannot be placed without 
delegating commensurate authority, and 
authority should not be delegated without 
holding the user to account for the use 
he makes of it

6. Efforts of the organizational elements and 
their members must be coordinated so that all 
will be directed harmoniously toward the 
accomplishment of the police purpose, enabling 
the organization to function as a well-integrated 
unit.

In practice, application of these within police depart
ments varies from city to city for many reasons:

1. Lack of understanding
2. Tradition
3. Inertia
4. Restrictive legal provisions
5. Politics
6. Competence of individuals

All these factors influence an administrator in some 
measure or other as he attempts to organize a police department. 
These and others were considered and evaluated in preparing a 
proposed organization for the Cleveland Police Division. No 
pretense is made that it is the ideal organization for Cleveland; 
however, it is practical, should meet Cleveland's current needs, 
and provides a basis for orderly development.

Specialization
Degrees of specialization, an aspect of both organization
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and operations, are determined by management perspectives, 
operational needs, special pressures, and other factors. Special
ization should be resorted to when it is required, objectively, to 
obtain ends not possible through a generalist approach, but never 
when it tends to weaken basic patrol or other services.

Manpower
In no area of police management is the word standard more 

commonly used than in reference to manpower, and nowhere else so 
inappropriately. Average ratios of police personnel to units of 
population have become "standards" to police administrators who 
hAve lower ratios. Obviously, if this year all departments with 
below-average ratios for their population groups had their 
personnel complements raised to match these ratios, there would be, 
next year, new and higher ratios and, thus, new and higher 
"standards."

It is reasonable to assume that the number of police 
personnel in a given city is determined by (1) pervasiveness of 
the police chief, (2) the community level of tolerance for criminal 
depredations and disorder and traffic accidents and congestion, 
and (3) willingness and ability of the city to support an adequate 
department. Obviously, quality of service is a more significant 
factor than mere weight of gross manpower.

It may be said categorically that there are (1) no 
standards for optimum police staffing for cities of various sizes 
and (2) no precise formulae available for determining personnel 
needs. This is true largely because there is no standard city and 
perhaps no two so alike that the staffing pattern of one would 
precisely meet the needs of the other. Variances in the degree of 
industrialization, ethnic composition, and traditions are all 
conditioning factors. Citizen and official interest in the police 
product of service, the quality of the courts and prosecuting 
agencies, recruiting and training practices, and conditions of
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employment all introduce variables. Likewise, whether the city 
is far distant from others or part of a vast metropolitan complex 
will greatly influence police needs and program. Cleveland, like 
many large cities throughout the country, finds its police force 
increasingly confronted with difficult-to-answer police and commu
nity relations problems.

The median ratio of police employees per 1,000 population 
in all cities in the United States over 500,000 population in 
1965 was 2.44; Cleveland's ratio was approximately 2.75 (includes 
only full-time personnel, both sworn and civilian). It should be 
pointed out, however, that among 27 cities reporting, the ratios 
vary from 1.22 to 4.04, and that such figures are relatively

• , ymeaningless.

The mere addition of personnel to a poorly managed force 
serves no purpose and should not be considered, even as an expe
dient .

It is clear, in determining manpower needs, that:
1. There are no standards of staffing that can be 

applied to Cleveland.
2. Gross manpower solves no problems.
3. Complete and accurate records provide the only 

logical basis for making staffing decisions.
4. Sound organization, effective administration 

and division and personnel competence must be 
achieved before gross manpower is given 
serious consideration.

2/ —'International City Managers' Association, Year Book,
1966
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Criminal Indices
Perhaps the most basic responsibility of a municipal 

police division, or at least its most traditional one, is the 
prevention of crime and, in the event of its failure to prevent, 
the arrest and prosecution of offenders and the recovery and 
return of stolen property.

Crime Rates. Crime rates have reference, in their normal 
4/context, to the number of Part I offenses,-^ either by class or 

by total, per 100,000 population. Part I offenses are regularly 
reported to the Federal Bureau of Investigation by Cleveland and 
most other cities as part of its Uniform Crime Reports program 
developed jointly in 1929, and refined since, by the FBI and the 
International Association of Chiefs of Police. Although reporting 
standards and practices are carefully prescribed, local compliance 
is uneven, at best. This makes difficult valid comparisons of one 
city's rates with those of another. An indication of the problem 
is Cleveland's dramatic reported rise in rates in certain 
categories in 1964 as compared with 1963 which apparently resulted 
at least in part, from changed reporting practices. The City will 
face another significant rise when police reporting practices 
require accuracy and completeness.

There are, in addition to reporting practices, many con
ditions which affect crime rates:

1. Density and size of the community population 
and the metropolitan area of which it is a part.

2. Composition of the population with reference 
particularly to age, sex, and race.

3. Economic status and mores of the population.

4/ -'Murder and non-negligent manslaughter, forcible rape, 
robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, larceny over $50, and 
auto theft.
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4. Relative stability of population, including 
commuters, seasonal, and other transient 
types.

5. Climate, including seasonal weather 
cond i t ions.

6. Educational, recreational, and religious 
characteristics.

7. Effective strength of the police force.
8. Standards governing appointments to 

police force.
9. Policies of the prosecuting officials and the 

courts.
10. Attitude of the public toward law enforcement 

problems.
11. The administrative and operational efficiency 

of the local law enforcement agency.

Each of the above has its own influence on crime in Cleve
land, For items 1 through 6 the Division has no responsibility, 
witFi perhaps the single important exception of the second part of 
3 (the reference to mores). There can be little doubt, over a 
period of years, that the Division can influence community mores 
in respect to law observance; securing voluntary compliances with 
the law must be accepted by the Division as a basic responsibility. 
Items 7i 8, 10, and 11 are discussed later in this report. Item 9 
is essentially a responsibility of the municipal government and 
the electorate, although even here the Division can exert its 
influence toward better law enforcement.

Intercity comparisons of crime rates could have full 
validity only if all conditions affecting them in each city could 
be measured as to their effect. This, of course, is not possible 
and, therefore, intercity comparisons can serve only to alert a 
police agency to possible trouble areas; they cannot be used in 
good conscience as definitive bases for evaluation of performance.
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Crime Clearance Rates. Crime clearance rates, for compar
ative purposes, are usually determined only for each of the Part I 
offenses and for the total of such offenses known to the police. 
The rates, therefore, apply not to reported offenses but to those 
recorded as valid. Clearances are made through the arrest of 
persons for offenses they have committed, for such additional 
offenses for which those persons could also be arrested, and by 
exceptional clearances.

It is important to recognize that clearance rates serve as 
a basis for evaluation of the performance of the Investigation 
Unit, as a whole, and for each of the investigators assigned to it 
Low clearance rates for the unit or individual members should 
alert administration to possible training needs, problems of 
morale, inadequate patrol support, or ineffective supervision.

An automatic result of improved reporting in Cleveland 
will be a lowering of an already seriously inadequate clearance 
rate.

Traffic Indices
Traffic accident prevention is a basic and principal re

sponsibility of the police. It is accepted commonly that the 
traffic accident problem is susceptible of control through engin
eering, education, and enforcement; these represent the three E's 
familiar to the student of traffic. The police are vitally 
involved in all three.

Without exception it is the police agency of a city which:

1. Provides the traffic engineer with the records 
data needed by him to program for sound traffic 
engineering and to correct present deficiencies, 
and supports him by securing compliance with new 
patterns and controls.

2. Provides the local traffic safety agency and• 
other concerned citizen groups with the records 
data on which educational programs can be based, 
and actively participates in such programs 
directly or indirectly.
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3. Provides, or should provide, that level and 
kind of traffic enforcement necessary to 
minimize loss to the community incurred through 
traffic accidents.

Basic to all successful programs in engineering, educa
tion, and enforcement are meticulously gathered, accurate, and 
complete data on traffic accidents for they provide the statisti
cal bases from which analyses can be developed.

Selective Enforcement. Selective enforcement, the 
principal quality measure, is simply the application of enforce
ment effort against the types of violations which are causing 
accidents at the times and places when and where the accidents 
are occurring.

Selective enforcement is necessary to;
1. Make most effective use of available personnel.
2. Minimize the incidence of traffic accidents.
3. Gain public support.

Fully selective enforcement is a theoretical goal, the 
attainment of which is neither desirable nor practicable because:

1. The police cannot ignore moving hazardous 
violations that occur in their presence 
simply because they fall outside the 
selective pattern.

2. No personnel deployment practice can be so 
precise as to exactly match the traffic 
accident problem.

3. Substantial attention must be devoted to 
other areas of traffic enforcement.

Nonetheless, within the above limitations, serious effort 
should be directed continuously to effective and practicable 
selectivity.

Several control practices are readily available and can 
be implemented by administration:

1. Statistical matching of enforcement actions 
against accident causes.
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2. Statistical matching of the time of enforce
ment actions against the time of accident 
occurences.

3, Spot map comparisons, perhaps by an overlay 
process, of the area of enforcement against 
the area of occurrence.

The above controls must be coordinated to be effective 
because, for example:

1, The enforcement actions may appear to be 
correct statistically and yet not match the 
problem by time.

2. The enforcement actions may appear to be 
correct statistically and yet not match the 
problem by area.

Enforcement Index. The enforcement index, the principal 
quantity measure, is merely a representation of the proportional 
relationship of the number of citations for moving hazardous 
violations which have resulted in a conviction with penalty to the 
number of vehicle accidents in which persons were injured or 
killed.

A generally accepted norm for enforcement efforts is an 
index of 20. This figure is not proposed as an absolute but is 
the point at which many agencies dealing with traffic accidents 
and hazardous violations have found that enforcement results in 
some measure of control over the incidence of traffic accidents. 
In effect this says that the conviction of about 20 drivers and 
pedestrians for hazardous violations is required for each fatal 
or nonfatal personal injury accident occurring in the City to stop 
or begin to reverse a rising frequency of accidents.

•^Convictions with penalty for 
moving hazardous violations 

Total number of fatal and 
nonfatal personal injury 
accidents

» Enforcement Index
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Accident Rates
Accident experience is usually measured in terms of rates 

and gross incidence. Rates most accurately reflect police 
effectiveness because they relate to accident exposure and those 
most commonly used are;

1. Fatal accidents per million miles traveled.
2. Fatal accidents per 100,000 population.
3. Fatal accidents per 10,000 registered vehicles.

Report Nomenclature

Standard nomenclature, or names and titles, should be used 
to identify organizational and operational elements, and personnel 
ranks or positions. The following will be used throughout the 

6/ report beginning with Chapter II.—

Organizational and Operational Elements
Department Designates the police agency which is 

responsible for all police functions. 
Its chief executive reports directly 
to the Mayor.

Bureau Designates the major elements contained 
within the department. The commanding 
officer of a bureau reports directly to 
the chief of police.

Division Designates the next lower organizational 
element. The commanding officer of a 
division may report either to the chief 
of police or to a bureau commander.

—' It is recommended elsewhere that the Police Division 
be changed to Department status with the Chief of Police 
reporting directly to the Mayor. This change is reflected in the 
nomenclature.
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Unit Designates
1. An independent element of less than 

bureau or division status directly 
responsible to the chief of police, 
or

2. A subordinate element of a division 
with a commanding or supervisory 
officer reporting to the division 
commanding officer.

Section Designates an office or one or more 
persons with special functional respon
sibilities, subordinate to a unit.

Watch Designates one of the three basic time 
units for assignment of uniform personnel.

Ranks and Titles
Chief of 
Pol ice

The person, appointed by the mayor, who 
is in direct charge of the police 
department,

Inspector A person in charge of a bureau who 
reports directly to the chief of police.

Deputy
Inspector

The rank next below inspector. In the 
proposed reorganization he may, depend
ing on his assignment, report to an 
inspector or to the chief of police.
He is, except under very special circum
stances, of rank required as commanding 
officer of a division or watch.

Captain The rank next below a deputy inspector 
in the proposed reorganization. His 
rank normally identifies him as a unit 
or zone commander, although he may be 
a division commander, e.g., in the 
Staff and Inspection Bureau.

Lieutenant The rank next below captain. In the 
proposed reorganization he may, 
depending on his assignment, report 
to a captain, a deputy inspector, 
inspector, or chief of police.

Sergeant The rank next below lieutenant. Depending 
on his assignment, his immediate superior 
may be a lieutenant, captain, deputy in
spector, inspector, inspector, or chief 
of police.
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Investi
gator

Patrolman 
and 

Policewoman
Recruit 

Officer

This is used as a title rather than a rank 
because it is a non-tenured specialist 
assignment involving investigative work. 
The title has applicability to positions 
in several divisions and units.
A sworn member of the department whose 
duties are the basic functions of the 
police service.
A person selected and appointed as a 
prospective officer of the department 
serving in a civilian capacity as a 
police trainee prior to being sworn at 
the completion of his training period.

Other Terms
Area A Patrol Bureau territorial command, under a 

captain, comprised of several zones.
Zone A Patrol Bureau designation for a group of 

sectors under a lieutenant.
Sector A Patrol Bureau designation for a group of 

beats under a sergeant.
Beat A Patrol Bureau designation for the specific 

territorial assignment of a patrolmen.
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II. IMPROVING POLICE SERVICES: MANAGEMENT, 
ORGANIZATION, AND MANPOWER

Beginning with this chapter, a lengthy series of recom
mendations is presented. Each is offered in good faith and 
reflects the best experience and practice available today. 
Departmental tradition has been respected in the writing of this 
report but no principle has been compromised; when appropriate, 
alternatives are suggested. Thus, this is an individualized 
report tailored to the needs of Cleveland.

Management

It is traditional in the police service, with a few 
important exceptions, that police administrators rise through the 
ranks without being prepared in any way for the new and different 
responsibilities of successive promotions. Generally starting 
with relatively low educational standards (looking back 25 years) 
and without sound management training, many of today's chiefs of 
police and commanding officers are promoted policemen but not 
professional administrators. A false luxury our communities can 
no longer afford is a Topsy-like growth of our police departments 
through failure to insist on and provide continual career develop
ment of supervisory, command and administrative police personnel.

Providing maximum service at the lowest per capita cost 
possible is and can be the only profit motive of the police. 
This requires a high level of administrative ability and business 
acumen commonly lacking the police service.

It must be assumed that a police department as large as 
Cleveland's is "big business." It is big business in fact. With 
an annual budget in excess of $16,600,000, daily expenditures
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approximate S45,5OO. Heavy additional costs for the police 
service include depreciation, utilities and maintenance for 
several buildings occupied by the department, and city contribu
tions to the pension fund. The latter contribution is coupled 
with still another cost of nearly $180,000, the city's payment of 
medical and hospital care and insurance.

At least 90 per cent of the department's annual budget of 
more than $16,600,000, it must be emphasized, is allocated to 
salaries. Although police performance cannot be measured pre
cisely, a moment's speculation on it may be significant. If a 
department's personnel is operating at only 50 per cent efficiency, 
one-half of its budgeted salary allocation is wasted. In Cleveland 
this would mean a direct loss of more than $7,500,000 of taxpayers' 
money. If the department operated at 90 per cent efficiency, the 
loss would be approximately $1,500,000, and full value would 
accrue from an additional $6,000,000. No attempt is made, however, 
because the task is impossible, to precisely evaluate the depart
ment's percentage effective performance.

Cleveland's policemen and policewomen work approximately 
230 days per year (365 less regular days off, vacations, holidays, 
and sick time and other leave). This means, specifically and 
significantly, that it requires approximately 4.71 men to cover 
one assignment around-the-clock 3^5 days per year. When the pro
posed five days per year are allocated to in-service training, the 
figure is raised to 4.86 per around-the-clock post per year. This 
translates into a substantial financial outlay to maintain one 
permanent assignment such as a jail duty post when salaries and 
other costs are considered. Assignments of personnel can no 
longer be made casually. Searching questions must now be asked, 
"Is this assignment necessary? What service will it provide? Is 
it justified in relation to our total problem?"

Men can no longer be afforded on stand-by assignments
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when only a percentage of a man's time fills a service need. 
Part-time assignments must be combined to effectively use tax 
dollars. A continuing program of evaluation must be established 
to review current practices and to affirm or deny suggested needs.

It can no longer be assumed that individual policemen or 
groups of men are performing satisfactorily. Control must be 
effected through inspection and by other means. Norms must be 
established which identify the laggard and incompetent and allow 
for his correction or replacement.

There must be coordination of effort on a continuing 
basis between operating elements of the department. They cannot 
go their own ways without expecting, receiving, or giving assis
tance to others. Patrolmen and detectives must make substantial 
use of the information in the records unit. The uniform patrolmen 
not assigned specifically to traffic duties must aid materially in 
the traffic enforcement effort. Uniform men must routinely provide 
valuable information to detective personnel through field interro
gations or by other means. The traffic and investigation divisions 
must provide staff assistance to other elements when there is a 
demonstrated need.

The utmost care must be practiced in the preparation of 
annual budgets and in the selection, training, supervision, deploy
ment and control of police manpower. Economic and other problems 
of cities require the highest quality and most effective service 
that can be provided. The Cleveland department has a basic need 
to improve its manpower utilization.

It is proposed, as the most basic and far-reaching recom
mendation of this report, that an extraordinary effort be made to 
provide the department with imaginative, competent, and persuasive 
leadership under conditions of full administrative and legislative 
support.
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It is specifically suggested, when conditions are appro
priate, i.e., when the present chief retires, that a 
police management team be recruited nationally for the 
purposes of revitalizing the department, making it into 
an efficient and effective agency, and training and 
indoctrinating personnel within it to again assume the 
reins when they have demonstrated their competence.

Key to this is the selection of a chief of police of 
demonstrated competence who, in turn but with local 
approval, can select a staff of specialists in sufficient 
number to accomplish expeditiously the great amount of 
work that must be done. The new chief may be retained on 
a long-term tenured basis, or for a specified number of 
years. Specialist support people could have limited 
appointments, to be extended when appropriate. There is 
great potential available now within the department; it, 
however, needs developing, and this cannot be done 
quickly under present circumstances.

It is proposed that the position of Executive Officer be 
abolished.

No special warrant exists for this position and the chief 
of police should deal directly with the commanding 
officers of the elements within his span of control. In 
its stead there should be a position of administrative 
assistant which could be filled by a competent sergeant, 
lieutenant, or captain, or by a highly qualified civilian 
who has an appropriate experiential background and 
possibly a masters degree in public or police adminis
tration or related fields.
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The administrative assistant would manage the chief's 
office, handle certain public contacts, serve as liaison 
with commanding officers, and otherwise relieve the chief 
of burdensome detail work. Likewise, each bureau and 
many division commanding officers should have an adminis
trative assistant for reasons identified above and for 
others, including the training and development of promis
ing officers who should occasionally be rotated into and 
out of such positions.

It is proposed that the department have its own legal 
officer.

For "housekeeping purposes" he should be located with the 
administrative assistant in the office of the chief of 
police. His principal relationships within the depart
ment would be with the Planning and Research and 
Training Units of the Staff and Inspections Bureau. His 
responsibilities would include developing and teaching 
appropriate courses, researching new court decisions for 
local applicability, reviewing current departmental 
extra-legal practices such as the arrest-waiver procedure 
and recommending corrections, condensing and codifying 
the criminal legislation, both state and local, pertinent 
to departmental operations, liaison with prosecuting 
agencies, and many others.

It is proposed that the Department completely reorient 
its concepts and develop, initiate, and sustain a broad, long- 
range, and effective program of police and community relations.

Full responsibility for this lies squarely in the chief's 
office. Inasmuch as Chapter IX is devoted to police
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and community relations, it is not, except for the follow
ing observation, further commented on at this time.

After the necessary background of training and indoctri
nation is established no differential practices should 
remain in regard to assignment of officers of minority 
groups. Not only should the department be fully inte
grated, assignments of personnel should be made without 
regard to ethnic backgrounds of police personnel or 
areas of the community.

It is proposed that the department divest itself, on a 
carefully programmed basis, of all non-police functions and 
assiduously avoid accepting of others in the future.

All responsibility for receipt of bail for tickets should 
be assumed by an office of the courts. The tow service 
should be assigned to the Department of Public Service 
which should also maintain all impound lots; this may be 
done either directly or by contract. Ambulance service 
should go to the Department of Public Health and Welfare 
which could handle it directly or by contract.

Detention responsibility in its entirety, including 
nominal holdover, should be transferred ultimately to a 
county or state agency in order to provide adequate pro
fessional services and, in view of recent Supreme Court 
decisions and societal changes, to completely free the 
department from detention management or operations. 
Meanwhile, all female prisoners should be housed in the 
County jail. The male jail population could be substan
tially reduced if more adequate use were made of the 
facilities of the Cleveland House of Corrections.
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Many other aspects of management are discussed throughout 
the report and need not be itemized here.

Organizat ion

Any discussion of organization should be prefaced with 
the comment that a competent administrator can have a reasonably 
successful operation even though handicapped by a poor organiza
tional structure and, conversely, that even the best organiza
tional structure will be of little help to the inept. Obviously, 
it would be possible to operate in the present organizational 
situation; sound judgment suggests that this is not practicable.

It is proposed that the structural organization depicted 
in Chart I and the functional organization depicted in Chart II 
be adopted for the department. Charts follow page 22.

The proposed organization clearly establishes a reason
able span of control for the chief of police and subordi
nate command personnel, a definite chain of command, 
proper grouping of functions, and a basis for full unity 
of command, coordination and control. The new organiza
tion has seven organic elements whose commanding officers 
would report directly to the chief of police:

1. The Bureau of Patrol should be retained; it is 
discussed in Chapter III in the section titled 
Patrol Bureau (new name).

2. A new organic element for staff and inspection 
services should be established; it is discussed 
in ChapterIV, titled Staff and Inspection Bureau.

3. The Bureau of Technical Services should be 
retained; it is discussed in Chapter V, 
titled Auxiliary Services Bureau (new name).
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4. The Bureau of Traffic Control should be 
retained as an independent division or as 
a division of the Patrol Bureau; it is 
discussed in Chapter II in the section 
titled Traffic Division (new name).

5. The Bureau of Criminal Investigation should 
be retained as a division; it is discussed 
in Chapter III in the section titled 
Investigations Division (new name).

6. The Youth Aid Bureau should be retained as
a division; it is discussed in Chapter III in 
section titled Youth and Women's Division 
(new name),

7. A new organic element for vice repression 
should be established; it is discussed in 
Chapter III in the section titled Vice Unit.

Manpower

Certain background for this discussion was established in
Chapter I, pages 5 and 6, Within its frame of reference, no 
warrant for additional manpower can be found at this time. Four 
principal factors form the basis for this decision:

1. No adequate evaluation can be made at this 
time of Cleveland's actual police service 
requirements; records are incomplete, 
inadequate, and not susceptible of ready 
analysis.

2. Gross misuse of manpower is prevalent through
out the force; the correction of this cannot 
be measured precisely in terms of increased 
effectiveness.

3. There is a complete lack of training for 
supervisory, command, and administrative 
officers; the effect of such training is 
not susceptible of measurement.

4. Critical policy decisions should be made; 
each, in its own way, will influence 
effectiveness of the police service.
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Cilsrt II

I------------
_______ 1________
Patrol Bureau

Apprehension and prosecution of viola
tors .

Collection and preservation of evi
dence .

Completion of investigations of cer
tain categories of criminal and 
traffic matters.

Enforcement of criminal and traffic 
laws.

Investigation of traffic accidents and 
other traffic matters.

Preliminary investigation of criminal 
and other offenses.

Preparation of reports.
Preservation of the public peace.
Prevention and repression of crime.
Protection of life and property.
Provision of massive and selective 

pressure on special crime and traf
fic problems.

Response to police service requests.

CHIEF OF POLICE

Staff and Inspection Bureau

Accounting and control.
Administration of auxiliary police and 

civil defense program.
Analysis of crime and traffic data. •»
Development and maintenance of com

munity relations.
Development and preparation of budget.
Development of department manuals.
Development of department policies and 

procedures.
Internal management audit, accounting 

systems assistance.
Investigation of complaints against 

members.
Maintenance of personnel records.
Observation and reporting on organ

ized crime and known criminals.
Provision of public information and 

educational services.
Promotion of public safety programs.
Provision of recruit, in-service, and 

other training.
Recruitment and selection of personnel.
Research and development of automated 

data processing systems.
Staff inspection of all department 

components.

PROPOSED FUNCTIONAL ORGANIZATION^ 
CLEVELAiND POLICE DEPART12NT

Auxiliary Services Bureau

Detention management and care of 
prisoners.

Identification of persons by techni
cal processes.

Maintenance, control, and management 
of housing and materiel.

Operation of data processing and com
puter facilities.

Provision of communications services.
Purchasing, receipt, disbursement, 

and control of supplies.
Reception, analysis, safekeeping, and 

control of property and evidence.
Reception, maintenance, processing, 

and control of police records.

____ I .
Traffic Division

Chemical testing.
Control of traffic flow and con

gestion.
Development of selective traffic 

enforcement programs.
Enforcement against nonlicensed 

drivers.
Follow-up Investigation of hit- 

and-run accidents.
Operation of ra4ar and other 

speed controls.
Prevention and investigation of 

traffic accidents.

Investigations Division

Collection, identification, and 
preservation of physical evi
dence for use in court.

Identification and apprehension 
of criminals.

Investigation of crimes and at
tempted crimes against persons 
and property.

Preparation of court cases for 
prosecution of offenders.

Recovery of stolen property.

Youth and Women's Division

Apprehension and disposition of 
juvenile offenders.

Coordination with juvenile courts 
and other juvenile-oriented 
groups.

Disposition of delinquent, neg
lected, and abandoned children.

Identification of conditions and 
situations conducive to delin
quency and the application of 
corrective action.

Investigation and interviewing 
of female victims and children.

Investigation of missing persons 
cases.

Repression and control of juve
nile delinquency.

Supervision of school crossing 
guards.

Vice Unit

Enforcement of all laws and regu
lations for the control of 
illicit traffic in narcotics 
and other unlawful drugs.

Inspection of public and commer
cial amusement places.

Investigation of liquoi; license 
applications and inspection of 
taverns and similar establish
ments.

Suppression of prostitution, 
gambling, and the distribution 
of obscene matter.
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It is proposed, for an indeterminate time, that normal 
attrition and, in certain areas, accelerated attrition not be 
offset by employment of recruit officers except those who meet 
new and higher selection standards,

Normal attrition has reference to that which occurs 
routinely through retirements, resignations and for other 
reasons. Accelerated attrition refers to separating by 
earlier retirement, whether voluntary or involuntary, 
higher levels of involuntary resignations, and transfers 
to assignments in other city departments.

Recruit officers selected in the above context may not 
be employed in sufficiently large groups for training 
classes. In this event they can be utilized effectively 
in the proposed Staff Services Division of the Staff and 
Inspection Bureau until such time as a class can be 
started.

It is proposed that salary savings provide the initial 
financial support for securing the management team suggested 
above, for supervisory, command, and administrative training, and 
for provision of certain presently unbudgeted items of materiel 
and supplies.

Well before the attrition factor becomes critical, a 
more efficient and effective operation will be under way and the 
basis will have been laid for a more precise determination of 
gross manpower needs within a sound program of improvement. 
Reiterated here is the premise that rhe mere addition of personnel 
to a poorly organized and managed department solves no basic 
problems.
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III IMPROVING POLICE SERVICES: OPERATIONS

Operations, or line services, are those functions and 
activities basically concerned with the fulfillment of primary 
police responsibilities. They may be considered in two classifi
cations, primary, and secondary or supportive. The Patrol Bureau 
in the Cleveland Police Department is the primary line element; 
the Criminal Investigation, Traffic, and Youth and Women's 
Divisions are secondary, or supportive, as is the Vice Unit.

Patrol Bureau

The uniform or patrol element is recognized as the "back
bone" of municipal police departments throughout the country. If 
it could be 100 per cent effective in its crime repression effort, 
a goal not to be realized, there would be but little need for 
other supporting line or purpose units except for certain regula
tory activity.

When the patrol force is poorly trained, improperly 
deployed and poorly supervised, it fails substantially to meet 
its objectives. Under these circumstances, a vicious cycle is 
set in motion. Because more crimes are successfully carried out, 
other assist units are augmented. Usually, the augumentation of 
the other units is gained through depletion of the patrol force. 
The already ineffectual patrol force, now weakened by attrition 
through transfers, does an even less satisfactory job. This means 
a greater need for personnel in other units, and the cycle 
continues.

It must be emphasized that the department's patrolmen in 
the patrol bureau constitute its basic working force.

Occasionally, a city, under a condition of poor service, 
will greatly augment its patrol force. However, if departmental
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efficiency is not concurrently improved, inefficiency is simply 
compounded. The solution to better service must be sought first 
through improved selection of men, training, supervision, deploy
ment, organization, and administration. Departmental organization 
and administration are essentially the responsibility of the 
chief. Bureau effectiveness, however, is directly a product of 
its own command.

Almost every facet of the bureau's program is in need of 
critical review, analysis, and change or improvement, and this 
must be done before it can meet its traditional obligation as the 
striking force of the department in its fight against crime, 
traffic accidents and congestion, and public disorder.

It is proposed that the functional organization depicted 
in Chart III be adopted for the Patrol Bureau.

The plan for organization and management embraces a new 
concept for the bureau: centralization of patrol services 
command. The plan calls for abandonment of all districts, 
in their present context, as independent commands and 
their replacement by flexible zones, even though remain
ing district stations (see next proposal) may be used for 
certain administrative purposes and for police assembly 
points.

The bureau would remain under the command of an inspector, 
supported on each of the three watches, shifts, or 
platoons by a deputy inspector. Captains, on each watch, 
would be responsible for the established areas. They in 
turn, would be supported, on each watch, by lieutenants 
responsible for zones. Several sectors, each made up of 
several beats and supervised by a sergeant, would comprise 
a zone



PATROL BL’REAU
CLEVELAND POLICE DEPARTMENT

CHIEF OF POLICE

iI
Patrol Bureau

Inspector

Watch 1 Watch 2 Watch 3 Tactical Division
Deputy Inspector Deputy Inspector Deputy Inspector Deputy Inspector

Massive and selective 
pressure on special 
crime problems.

Control of emergencies.
Special assistance to 

the Investigations 
and Traffic Divi
sions .

Twenty-four-hour patrol coverage of the City. 
Prevention and repression of crime.
Enforcement of criminal and traffic laws. 
Apprehension and prosecution of violators. 
Protection of life and property.
Response to police service requests.
Investigation of criminal and traffic offenses.
Enforcement of noncriminal regulatory measures. 
Preservation of the public peace.
Preparation of reports.
Collection and preservation of evidence.

toex'
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This lays the groundwork for meaningful centralization of 
command, adoption and implementation of sound and uniformly 
applied policies and procedures, equalization of service 
throughout the city at all times of the day, and necessary 
flexibility in distribution, deployment, and reassignment 
of personnel.

Deputy inspectors, assigned as watch commanders, should 
take those two consecutive days off per week when their 
direct and personal participation in operations is least 
required. Each deputy inspector, on his absence for any 
reason such as regular days off, vacation, or sick or 
other leave should be temporarily replaced by one of his 
captains; the latter, in turn, should be replaced by one 
of his lieutenants. During a lieutenant's absence, he 
should be replaced temporarily by a sergeant. This 
practice continues the policy of centralized command, 
provides training opportunity for subordinate command and 
supervisory officers, and gives top command an opportunity 
to evaluate the potential and present competence of such 
personnel.

The tactical division, it should be noted, is placed under 
bureau command; it is, in fact, a special and flexible 
element of the patrol service and should not be assigned 
elsewhere.

It is proposed that patrol bureau command be transferred 
from the Headquarters building to the district 5 building, that 
the district 2 building be used for limited patrol bureau and 
other purposes, that all other district stations be relinquished 
by the police department, and that present plans for a new district 
6 building be abandoned.
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The concept of many police substations had its genesis in 
early days of little transportation and no communications. 
Substations today generally have but minimal value in 
relation to their cost. Their principal role is serving 
as convenient assembly points for officers assigned in the 
area and as quarters for nominal administrative tasks of 
command and supervisory officers. With rare exceptions 
they do not directly provide service to the public. 
Command and supervisory officers who man them are lost to 
the field service as are patrolmen assigned, usually, to 
unimportant tasks. They sometimes, nonetheless, stand as 
community symbols of the department and vigorous though 
emotional opposition may be voiced against their closing, 
perhaps urged by affected command officers. The slight 
inconvenience imposed by their closing, however, can be 
offset by much improved service.

It is proposed that extensive use be made of one-man 
field units.

Though many policemen are strongly opposed to the use of 
one-man field units and base their argument on safety 
factors , the weight of evidence is against them. 
Generally speaking, it may be said that one-man units are 
safer, the officers more productive, and service to the 
public better. Most calls for police service do not

The proposal to move the bureau command is made reluc
tantly; logically all command should be at headquarters. Ample 
space in the district 5 building and limited space at headquarters 
justify the move for now. A new headquarters building, or the 
expansion and remodeling of the old, would suggest that the 
bureau command again be established at headquarters.
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require two men, and it is difficult to assume a need for 
two-man units unless a majority of calls in a particular 
area require two men.

In proposing extensive use of one-man cars in Cleveland 
the point must be made strongly that whenever a two-man 
car is replaced it should be done with two one-man cars. 
Response times are reduced and more assistance is available 
to an officer in need than would be the case when many two- 
man cars are out of service on calls requiring only one 
man.

It is cautioned that one-man cars should not be adopted on 
a widespread basis until men have been trained in their 
use, proper communications equipment has been installed, 
sound communications procedures are adopted, many new cars 
are in service, and supervision is improved. The lead 
time from purchase to delivery of equipment provides 
adequate opportunity to meet all these special needs.

It is proposed that full-time walking beats be reduced in 
number and that motorized patrolmen spend more time on foot.

Many foot beats are now regularly or intermittently 
manned because of a shortage of vehicles; this should not 
be necessary. Motorized patrolmen, however, should be 
frequently out of their vehicles checking buildings and 
suspicious persons and circumstances. To do this safely 
and effectively they should be equipped with portable 
transistorized two-way radios. Foot patrol is often 
needed on a selective bas..s in isolated areas where full- 
time assignments cannot be justified.
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It is proposed that all bureau field personnel be distri
buted and deployed on a basis of need by time and area.

No matter what the effective strength of the bureau is, or 
should be, good management and common sense require that 
police field strength be matched to police service need. 
What this relationship is can be determined by a "beat 
study." Inasmuch as the bureau's records are not fully 
adequate for this purpose, such a study will be a very 
time-consuming and laborious process and the result not 
too much better than the available records which provide 
its base. Nonetheless, a study can result in substantial 
improvement. A second study should be done as soon as 
certain policy decisions have been made, again when 
records are reasonably accurate and complete, and there
after as need indicates.

It is proposed that the bureau be considered, in fact, the 
basic field force of the department and that its responsibility be 
substantially enlarged.

This proposal has primary reference to two areas of respon
sibility, criminal investigations and traffic law enforce
ment. Bureau personnel should be trained to handle most 
preliminary criminal investigations and to complete -many 
without assistance from other departmental elements. The 
present process is destructive of morale, and costly in 
terms of manpower and public relations. In addition 
bureau personnel should be doing about 10 times as much 
moving hazardous traffic enforcement as they now do. It is 
only reasonable to expect, even with Cleveland's special
ized traffic division, that the regular patrol force would
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assume at least half the traffic enforcement responsibility 
It is now carrying about 10 per cent of an entirely inade
quate gross effort.

It is proposed that no further personnel attrition in the 
bureau be allowed through augmentation of specialized departmental 
elements.

The reverse should be practiced. This is especially true 
in regard to criminal investigation and traffic super
vision. The investigations and traffic divisions have 
such potential for more effective service that each can 
have a limited but programmed release of policemen to the 
bureau as more efficient and effective programs are 
developed.

The bureau should be the principal user of auxiliary 
police personnel. Such personnel should be used regularly 
to maintain skills and provide additional field training. 
The Personnel Unit of the Staff Services Division should 
maintain rosters and availability files for the bureau.

Traffic Division

The traffic supervision element of a police department is 
supportive in nature to the basic patrol element. It can remain 
as an independent division as shown in Chart I, or it can become 
a subordinate division of the Patrol Bureau. While the latter is 
recommended, it is presently left in independent status because of 
local tradition and sentiment. Transfer can be considered when it 
has been more fully evaluated and its actual relationships to the 
bureau are recognized and understood.
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It is proposed that the functional organization depicted 
in ChartH be adopted for the Traffic Division.

The plan calls for development of the division solely as 
an operational element. All non-line or non-operational 
functions and activities should be transferred to other 
more appropriate bureaus, e.g. , planning and analysis 
should go to the Staff Services Division of the Staff 
and Inspection Bureau and all records to the Records and 
Communications Division of the Auxiliary Services Bureau.

The plan assumes consolidation of the traffic flow and 
parking enforcement responsibilities of the units known 
as Downtown Traffic, Eastside Traffic, and Westside 
Traffic, and Mounted Troops A, B, and C within the pro
posed Congestion Control Unit for better coordination 
and improved and more consistent enforcement activity. 
It assumes, also, transfer of their motorized patrol cars 
and personnel to the Enforcement Unit.

The "Blitz" squads should be disbanded. They may be spec
tacular but have not succeeded in reducing the number of 
accidents. The limited effect of one or two such squads 
can not create the deterrent effect needed city-wide. To 
obtain this, more traffic law enforcement contacts should 
be made, especially by the patrol bureau and accident 
investigation squads. Emphasis on special units such as 
the "Blitz" squads can result in others giving less 
attention to traffic law violations. The assignment of 
31 men to them decreases the coverage and upsets the 
assignment plans of the units (principally the motorcycle 
enforcement unit) from which they are drawn. One small 
squad may be warranted when a team of several officers and
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TRAFFIC DIVISION 

CLEVELAND POLICE DEPARTMENT

Enforcement Unit

Captain

Selective enforcement of 
hazardous, moving, traffic 
violations.

Use of radar and other speed 
control devices.

Congestion Control Unit

Lieutenant

Parking enforcement: 
metered and nonmetered 
zones, prohibited areas, 
and others.

Traffic flow and congestion 
control.
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vehicles are needed to conduct road checks for defective 
equipment. Otherwise, capable selective enforcement plan
ning and direction should suffice to correlate enforcement 
activity with the accident pattern by time, location and 
accident causing violations. Men released could be 
assigned to moving hazardous enforcement or, when appro
priate, to the patrol bureau.

A study should be made to establish warrants for the 
assignment of crossing and congestion relief personnel for 
specific periods of time. When this has been done, 
reassigninents made, and supervision improved, it should be 
found that men can be released from this activity to other 
duty.

It is proposed, that the division be commanded by a deputy 
inspector and the position of Commissioner of Traffic Control 
vacated.

All positions requiring sworn commanding officers should 
be filled by personnel subject to scheduled transfers for 
purposes of training and indoctrination, assuring develop
ment of broad experiential background, and for other 
reasons including summary transfer because of poor per
formance.

It is proposed that all division personnel be distributed 
and deployed on the basis of a more accurate correlation between 
personnel available and need by time of day and area.

Development of plans for distribution and deployment 
should be the responsibility of the Planning and Research 
Unit of the Staff Services Division.
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It is proposed that the traffic enforcement index of the 
department be raised to 20.

This is assumed to be the minimum effective index, as 
determined by the International Association of Chiefs of 
Police, the National Safety Council, and Northwestern 
University Traffic Institute.

Public support of an aggressive accident reduction 
program is essential to its success; therefore, it is 
suggested that the level of enforcement be raised gradu
ally to allow public adjustment to it. It is important 
to point out that a prescribed index can only be reached 
by a certain gross enforcement product. This does not 
in itself, nor should it, indicate individual officer 
quotas.

If traffic division motorized personnel were to increase 
its enforcement actions by one-half and patrol bureau 
motorized personnel took one formal enforcement action a 
week per officer the index would exceed 20. This should 
clearly indicate that good performance by the patrol 
bureau w’ould lessen the need for the specialized traffic 
unit, and allow transfer of personnel to strengthen its 
basic operation.

There is nothing magical about the index of 20, it even 
may be inadequate in Cleveland. The index should be 
raised until the total incidence of fatal and non-fatal 
personal injury accidents starts to diminish. When this 
occurs, enforcement held at a constant level begins, auto 
matically, to raise the index. It is at this point that 
the enforcement need should be reevaluated.
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It is proposed that the mounted troops be disbanded or, 
at a minimum, reduced in nunber.

They may have such traditional or sentimental value that 
the city would be reluctant to part with them all and 
would keep several for ceremonial and other limited 
purposes. Sixty-three officers and supporting personnel 
are required for 44 horses. The cost-service equation 
suggests their elimination.

Investigations Division

An investigations division is an important line or purpose 
element in any large force. It owes its very existence, however, 
to certain factors which must be understood prior to a discussion 
of its organization or operation. An important one is that crimes 
will be committed in spite of the best efforts of the patrol 
bureau. Another is the inability of bureau personnel to promptly 
arrest offenders during or after the commission of crimes in any 
high percentage of cases.

Once a crime has occurred and the offender has escaped, 
the inflexibility of bureau personnel assignments by time and 
area, and a continuing need for patrol service, precludes their 
"staying on the case." These factors, plus a need for specialized 
training and competence, dictate the continued use of an investi
gations division.

The division should consist of intelligent, aggressive men 
who are well trained as specialists or general pui’pose investi
gators, under competent supervision and direction, in sufficient 
number to adequately carry out the division's mission. The latter 
is simply, but importantly, thorough investigation of certain 
classes of crimes leading to the arrest and conviction of the 
perpetrators and, in some cases, the recovery of stolen property.
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Investigation of crimes, however, should not be the exclu
sive prerogative or responsibility of the investigations division. 
Certain classes of criminal investigations should be handled 
entirely by uniform personnel, and in most cases they should 
conduct preliminary investigations for the investigations division 

Specialization is important to investigations division 
success; it should not result, however, in inflexibility of 
assignments, or unequal work loads for either units or personnel.

It is proposed that the functional organization depicted 
in Chart V be adopted for the Investigations Divisiori.

The plan calls for development of the division solely as 
an operational element and for transfer of laboratory and 
identification work to the Auxiliary Services Bureau. 
Further, the Narcotics Unit should be transferred to the 
Vice Unit as the Narcotics Section.

The division should be commanded by a deputy inspector.
There should be three major units. Crimes Against Persons, 
Crimes Against Property, and General Assignment, each 
responsible to a captain. Although there would be some 
necessary specialization within each of the units the 
commanding officers should see that there is maximum 
flexibility in assignments and work loads. Both semi
permanent and temporary reassignments should follow 
demonstration of need.

It is proposed that office assignments of investigators 
be drastically reduced and that maximum use be made of investi
gators for investigative purposes.



Crimes Against 
Persons Unit
Captain

Investigates crimes and 
attempted crimes against 
persons, including homi
cide, manslaughter, rape, 
robbery,— and assaults.

Arrests and prosecutes 
offenders.

Recovers and returns stolen 
property.

CHIEF OF POLICE

Investigations Division
Deputy Inspector

General Assignment 
Unit

Captain

Investigates all cases not 
assigned to one of the 
other units including 
Part II offenses such as 
arson, forgery and coun
terfeiting, fraud, em
bezzlement, sex offenses, 
except rape, etc.

Provides assistance to 
other units when neces
sary.

Arrests and prosecutes 
offenders.

Recovers and returns stolen 
property.

PROPOSED FUNCTIONAL ORGANIZATION
INVESTIGATIONS DIVISION

CLEVELAND POLICE DEPARTMENT

Crimes Against 
Property Unit

Captain

Investigates crimes and 
attempted crimes against 
property including bur
glary, larceny, and auto 
theft.

Arrests and prosecutes 
offenders.

Recovers and returns stolen 
property.

— This is an offense against property under FBI crime classification standards. However, due to the 
personal and aggravated aspects in a majority of these offenses, they are included in the responsibilities of 
the Crimes Against Persons Unit.
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Many steps can be taken to accomplish this. The men who 
are doing essentially clerical work should be replaced by 
a fewer number of clerical employees who will do the work 
bet.ter. Elimination of non-essential files will reduce 
the work load. Use of dictation equipment and creation 
of a typing and transcribing pool will return working 
investigators to the field, and produce more complete and 
significant reports.

It is proposed that the use of two-man investigative 
teams be reduced to a minimum.

. , This is suggested for the basic reasons offered for 
reducing the number of two-man patrol units. But few 
cases require a second man, and these can usually be 
anticipated.

It is proposed that all cases be assigned to individual 
investigators on a basis that requires adequate follow-through 
and strict accountability.

This is necessary to assure continuing activity until a 
case is solved, or closed for other reasons. It also 
provides a basis for the measurement of individual 
officer, section, and unit competence.

It is proposed that approximately 10 per cent of 
personnel assigned to the investigations division be reassigned 
annually elsewhere in the department.

Assignments to investigative elements should be made of 
those most suited to the work and who demonstrate 
competence while so assigned. Such positions cannot be 
allowed to become sinecures. Adequate measurements.
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including evaluation of case work (see reconitiiendation 
above), are available to allow for sound decisions. 
Rotation will provide a basis for upgrading the work of 
the division and for training and evaluating officers.

Youth and Women's Division

It is proposed that the functional organization depicted 
in Chart VI be adopted for the Youth and Women's Division.

The plan is not essentially different from the present 
one except for the addition of a missing persons unit to 
centralize responsibility for this are of responsibility. 
Youth unit personnel should largely work singly.

It is suggested that responsibility for school crossing 
guards be transferred to the Board of Education. The 
Board has an obligation for the safe conduct of children 
to and from school and necessary authority for the 
employment and supervision of the guards. The police 
department can assist, if the Board wishes, in screening 
and training such employees. Regular beat men also 
could routinely check crossings to be sure that they are 
properly covered. Sufficient personnel should be 
employed to provide an adequate reserve for relief at 
crossings where regular guards are absent for one reason 
or another to avoid assignment of regular patrolmen.

Guards, in any event, should be selected on a basis of 
regular applications and normal screening and removed 
from all patronage considerations.



PROPOSED FUNCTIONAL ORGANIZATION 
YOUTH z\ND KO>aiN'S DIVISION 
CLEVELAND POLICE DEPARTMENT

a/—Only if this responsibility is not assumed by the Board of Education.
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Vice Unit

It is proposed that the functional organization depicted 
in Chart VI be adopted for the Vice Unit and that all special
ized vice investigations be centralized in it.

It is important that centralization take place to assure 
a uniform city-wide program and that responsibility for 
an effective program be clearly established.

The chief of police must give vice repression sufficient 
attention to assure that (1) there is no syndicated or 
commercialized activity, (2) the enforcement program is 
so effective that any residual activity is not seriously 
harmful to the community, and (3) there is no participa
tion in vice activities on the part of the police or 
other officials.

Peisonnel of the patrol bureau should be very active in 
vice repression and in the control of licensed premises 
where violations tend to foster vice conditions. When 
it is unable to be effective, it has a responsibility 
for observing and reporting to the vice unit. Close 
liaison must be developed between the vice unit and the 
investigations division to further the unit's efforts. 
Formal and informal reporting to the vice unit from 
other elements should be encouraged.



Chart VII O
PROPOSED FUNCTIONAL ORGANIZATION 

VICE UNIT 
CLEVELAND POLICE DEPARTMENT
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IV IMPROVING POLICE SERVICES: STAFF AND INSPECTION BUREAU

Staff services are those non-line functions and activities 
which serve the purposes of developing personnel and departmental 
proficiency to most effectively fulfill the police mission and 
which provide effective management controls. They are clearly 
distinguishable from auxiliary services which are discussed in 
Chapter V.

' A staff and inspection bureau is the means by which the 
chief of police can assure himself of

1. Department and personnel development.
2. Development and control of departmental policies, 

programs, and practices.
3. Intelligence on known criminals and attempts at 

organized crime,
4. Intelligence on possible problems of personnel 

integrity.

The functions and activities of such a bureau are many and 
varied but each is non-operational and uniquely a responsibility 
of the chief of police. Thus, the bureau is, in effect, an exten
sion of his own personality and office. For the chief, inspection 
and intelligence provide control and disclose inadequacies, the 
training and personnel units screen applicants, assist in career 
development, and assist in problems of morale and discipline, the 
planning and research unit provides departmental development, 
budget planning and control, and assures full knowledge to the 
chief of the better police practices available, and the community 
relations division handles the bulk of important external 
relations,

It is proposed that the functional organization depicted 
in Chart VIII be adopted for the Staff and Inspection Bureau.
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The bureau should be commanded by an inspector. Each 
of its component divisions is discussed below.

Staff Inspection Division

A continuous process of inspection should be a basic 
responsibility of the deputy inspector in command of the staff 
inspection division. A staff inspection is one which is conducted 
outside the normal lines of command and responsibility, for the 
chief of police by members of the department, and is a detailed 
observation and analysis of a line or service unit designed to 
inform the chief on its performance. Staff inspection is a stan
dard practice, in one way or another, of the military and several 
federal agencies, and is a cornerstone of good departmental 
practice. Appendix A describes a program suitable for the depart
ment .

The staff inspection process is designed to answer impor
tant questions:

1. Are established policies, procedures and regulations 
being carried out to the letter and in the spirit 
for which they were designed?

2. Ai'e these policies, procedures and regulations 
adequate to attain the desired results?

3. Are the resources at the department's disposal, 
both personnel and materiel, being utilized to 
the fullest extent?

4. Are the resources adequate to carry out the mission 
of the department?

5. Does there or could there exist any deficiency 
in personnel integrity, training, morale, super
vision or policy which should be corrected?

Normally, most inspections will be made by teams composed 
of men temporarily withdrawn from other departmental elements. 
Some full-time assignments are indicated e.g,, an accountant who 
would have regular audit and control responsibility in addition



STAFF AND INSPECTION BUREAU 
CLE\TLANB POLICE DEPARTMENT

CHIEF OF POLICEI------ 1-----

; Staff and Inspection
I________ Bureau
i
■ Inspector
■ ---------------- 1----------------

Community Relations I 
Division [

Deputy Inspector

Liaison and coordination 
with all connnunity 
groups.

Community relations pro
gram development.

Speakers unit.
Crime alert program 

development.
Demonstrations, tours, 

and displays.
Pamphlets and other pub

lished material.
Press and news media 

relations.

__ 1 
__ 1__
Intelligence 

Division

Captain

1

Lav Enforcement 
Intelligence Unit

Internal Affairs 
Unit

Observation and report
ing on organized crime 
and known criminals.

Investigation of all of
ficial or citizen 
complaints against 
members of the Depart
ment.

Planning and .Research 
Unit^'

Policies and procedures. 
Budget development, ad

ministration, and 
analysis.

Manuals development.
Crime and traffic 

analysis.
Research and surveys.
Specifications and bids 

development.
Forms, bulletins, and 

general orders control,
Organization and opera

tions analysis.

- This division may be filled from the ranks only if the necessary degree of specialized knowledge is obtainable; however, civilian personnel should oe considered preferable if the abo/e 
(-M cannot be met.
-^This unit may be fillea by a captain or, and perhaps preferably, by a trained and competent civilian.
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to his expected participation in team efforts. Service with 
inspection teams is valuable experience for participants and will 
do much to develop understanding, coordination and cooperation 
throughout the department.

Staff Services Division

This division, under a deputy inspector, should have three 
units. Training, Personnel, and Planning and Research.

Training Unit
This unit should be responsible for all aspects of police 

training and education. Training needs are described in 
Chapter VI. The unit should also train all auxiliary police 
(civil defense).

Personnel Unit
This unit should be responsible for most personnel matters 

except training and education. Personnel management needs are 
described in Chapter VI. The unit should recruit and select all 
auxiliary police personnel and maintain all required records 
including availability rosters.

Planning and Research Unit
This unit requires some detailed discussion at this point. 

If the department is substantially reorganized as suggested in 
this report, or as may be determined locally, this will be the 
key unit throughout the process. The need is so great that a 
minimum of 20 qualified officers should be assigned to it and be 
supported by adequate specialist and secretarial personnel.

The unit should be responsible for initial development of 
broad policies and programs and, on their acceptance, necessary 
procedures to implement them. A comprehensive manual , in loose-
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leaf form for easy correction or addition, should be devised in 
five parts: (1) Ethics and Rules of Conduct, (2) Organization 
and Management, (3) General and Special Orders, (4) Procedural 
Instructions, and (5) Training Materials, It should be respon
sible for budget analysis and development based, initially, on 
justified proposals from all bureaus and divisions. This process 
should be endless, and annual budgets should have preliminary 
work done on them a year in advance of submission dates. It also 
provides for budget control.

The unit must be involved continuously in crime and 
traffic analyses. Much of this work must be done on a daily 
basis, as new patterns develop. Concerned element commanding 
officers should have the results of all analyses promptly for 
operational decisions. The unit should conduct beat studies for 
the patrol bureau to assure effective distribution and deployment 
of personnel. Selective enforcement plans must be devised and 
constantly evaluated. All known crime and traffic indices must be 
utilized and new ones developed.

It should test new materials and products, and draw 
specifications, prepare bids, and provide quality control at the 
point of acceptance of purchased items.

It should constantly review current police, business, and 
industrial literature, and exchange materials with other depart
ments in order to take immediate advantage of new developments.

The unit should be responsible for civil defense planning. 
In view of a present general uncertainty as to need reflected at 
all levels of government, primary emphasis should be on planning 
for natural and man-made disasters. These include catastrophic 
fires, explosions, airplane crashes, and other incidents of 
similar magnitude. Adequate plans for such circumstances can be 
translated into civil defense plans when appropriate.
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Information Systems Division

This division should be headed by a competent civilian of 
sound educational and experiential background. Its responsibility 
is essentially the development of data processing, functional 
planning, and systems design. Basic policies on data processing 
must be determined before detailed discussions of this division 
is warranted.

It is important to note, however, that in the present 
state of departmental development a full three years of lead time 
to acceptance of basic electronic data processing equipment will 
be necessary before reasonable use can be expected of it. One 
year approximately is necessary to establish a new records systems 
and two years will be needed by the division director and his 
staff for the necessary systems work. This lead time could be 
shortened somewhat by an accelerated program involving adequate 
financial and other support.

It is also important to note that this division is in 
the staff and inspections bureau while the data processing 
division, the operating element, is in the auxiliary services 
bureau,

Community Relations Division

It is unusual to create a full division with responsibil
ity for police and community relations. This decade of serious 
and increasing tensions and Cleveland's obvious problems provides 
the warrant for it. The division should absorb and expand all 
the functions of the present public relations and labor relations 
units but its emphasis should be on more far reaching and critical 
problems and programs. Such importance was attached to this area 
of responsibility that it is discussed more fully in Chapter IX 
titled Police and Community Relations.
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Intelligence Division

The intelligence division is divided into two units. 
Their work will, on occasion, overlap and inter-unit transfer may 
be fairly common.

Law Enforcement Intelligence Unit
This unit, as its placement in the staff and inspections 

bureau suggests, is not an operational element. Its basic respon
sibility is to report on organized crime, attempts to organize, 
and the movement and activities of criminals associated with organ
ized crime. It has a strategic purpose to devise plans for fore
stalling known or anticipated attempts to organize and tactical 
plans against known operations. Through its reporting it provides 
an evaluation and control of related work by the patrol bureau and 
investigations division.

Internal Affairs Unit
Disciplinary matters involving problems of tardiness, 

insubordination, failure to conform with communications and other 
procedures, and many others normally remain a responsibility of 
appropriate command within prescribed policy and following pre
scribed procedures. The citizen complaint, or complaints coming 
through official but non-police channel should be the responsi
bility of this unit.

All citizen complaints should receive case numbers, 
although the file should remain with the unit until all processing 
is completed. Objective investigations must be made with appro
priate reports routed to the chief of police. Those that require 
or may require disciplinary action should be processed through 
departmental hearing procedures. This is discussed more fully in 
Chapter VI , titled Personnel Management. Of critical importance 
is full reporting of findings and actions to the complainant.
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This unit will initially meet with disfavor and distrust within 
the department. After some months of sound action it will have 
both public and police approval.
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V. AUXILIARY SERVICES BUREAU

Auxiliary services are non-line functions and activities, 
other than staff services, which provide certain technical, 
special, and other supportive or facilitative services to all 
other non—line and line elements of the department. No activity 
of an auxiliary services nature is undertaken to provide a basic 
police service to the community; the bureau is simply an assist 
element which makes it possible for the line and staff elements 
to more simply and effectively do their work.

Important auxiliary functions can neither be assigned 
individually to line elements nor diffused among them. The assign
ment of a service activity to a line unit places the latter in the 
improper position of providing service activities to otner line 
units, which frequently results in inter-element conflict, and 
diverts command time and effort to responsibilities it is not 
prepared to handle. The usual result is subordination of the 
auxiliary service function to more pressing day-by-day operational 
matters and its consequent neglect. Diffusion, as in records, 
results in undesirable decentralization, duplication of effort, 
and effective loss of control.

To place later comments and recommendations regarding 
police records keeping and processing operations and practices in 
proper perspective, it is important that the relationship of these 
matters to the over-all well-being and effectiveness of the depart
ment be understood. With a view toward this, the following dis
cussion of the purposes of records is offered.

Records may be considered the "corporate" memory of an 
organization, whether it be one in industry, business, or public 
safety. Within a records system there should be found the history 
of the organization and its personnel, and to some degree that of 
its clients, and an accounting of the important actions taken by
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members of the organization during a certain period of time. 
Thus, records are more than merely an accumulation of files, for 
they contain, in retrievable and usable form, the recorded cumula
tive experience and knowledge of every contributor' in regard to 
many matters of importance to the police.

Purposes and Uses of Records

One of the distinct advantages a professional police 
agency has over criminals in the community is that the department 
can utilize some of the benefits of its own organization in its 
efforts to minimize the incidence of criminal depredations. The 
department's ability to gather information, process it, and make 
it immediately available at any later date as the basis for the 
apprehension of wanted or fugitive persons, the clearance of 
crimes, or the successful prosecution of criminals is one of those 
benefits,

Police records have been kept in many ways, from pigeon
holes to computers. The method used for storing records is but 
ohe small facet of the over-all system. Of prime importance are 
the facts contained in those records, their retrievability, their 
susceptibility to meaningful analysis, and the utilization of 
their contained information.

Law enforcement records have been the means by which men ■ 
have been returned to prison after many years following an escape, 
missing persons located, families reunited, stolen property 
located and returned to owners, crimes solved, and the wrongfully 
accused declared innocent.

The taxpayer is concerned with police records and when he 
has need for police records system service or assistance, it is 
usually a matter of considerable importance to him. He may have 
been involved in a motor vehicle accident , or have been the 
victim of a burglar, sneak thief, or other criminal, and must
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present proof of loss to an insurance agency or the Internal 
Revenue Service in order to collect a sum of money or to deduct a 
sum of money from his tax bill. Thus, his need for a particular 
record may be closely related to his personal or financial well
being .

To the taxpayer then, the measure of the department's 
records program is calculated in terms of quick retrieval, legible 
copies, and adequate information. This may be quite enough for 
the apparent obvious needs of the system, but it is not nearly 
enough for internal functioning of the police department.

To the chief of police and to the police command and 
supervisory staff, the records and reporting system is consider
ably more than a dignified version of a scoreboard; it is the 
pulse of the department and the collective memory of each man or 
woman who serves the City of Cleveland as a police employee. It 
is obvious then, that police records are the vehicles which store 
and, at some point in the future, yield valuable information which 
may be used for:

1. Compliance with legal requirements.
2. Effective interagency relations.
3. Public information.
4. Administrative purposes.
5. Operational decisions.
6. Assistance to field personnel.

Legal requirements for the provision of records to one or 
more government agencies are found in most jurisdictions. There 
may be no reciprocal provision of service and the department may 
have no interest in the requirement other than compliance.

The flow of records to and from cooperating agencies often 
provides valuable service to both the originating and receiving 
agency. Some of the flow may be formal in process or informal. 
Statistical information provided in regular format to the Federal
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Bureau of Investigation and the National Safety Council provides 
bases for general comparative studies and self-analyses. Direct 
informational exchanges with other enforcement agencies result in 
the solution of many crimes, the arrest of known and wanted 
criminals, and the recovery of stolen property. Information 
provided other departments may be of value in accident prevention 
programs, traffic engineering programs, establishing security 
measures, and correcting service problems. Exchange of informa
tion with official, quasi-official, and private community and 
social service agencies can make each more effective through 
identification of problems and program coordination.

The department has a responsibility, which it should 
welcome, for informing the public about its policies, programs 
and procedures, on one hand, and its problems and progress on the 
other. With adequate records the department can fully meet this 
responsibility. Records also provide the basis for police educa
tional efforts which allow the public to take security measures 
and to develop personal habits that help protect it from criminal 
depredations and traffic accidents.

If police reporting is honest, accurate, and complete, the 
time, effort, and expense put into organizing and maintaining 
adequate reporting procedures and records systems may be repaid 
many times in terms of increased service to the public, increased 
police effectiveness, and marked economy in both personnel costs ’ 
and equipment or operating expenses.

An honest, accurate, and complete reporting system answers 
three critical needs of the department. It provides:

1. A source of routine information for the entire 
department and selected officials.

2. A point of initiation of and justification for 
individual programs and policies.

3. A point of control for exercising administrative and 
operational supervision and review of personnel, 
procedures and practices, policies, and over-all 
achievement of the goals of public safety.
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As a source of routine information, the reporting system . 
may tell a commanding officer that he should expect reports from 
five patrolmen of his shift, show the chief of police the results 
of a recent move to free the thoroughfares of illegally parked 
cars during rush hours, and tell an investigator which patrolman, 
handled the initial investigation of a case to which he has been 
assigned.

As a point of initiation of programs and policies, the 
reporting system indicates where the officers of the tactical 
division should be used next Saturday evening, based upon the 
experience of the past several weeks, and the chief of police the 
facts which will allow him to anticipate the total budget needs 
for police personnel in the coming year, based upon the exper
ience of the past several years and the accuracy of previous pre
dictions. If the reporting process shows a degree of laxity in 
the follow-up interviewing of victims of larcenies, the department 
may initiate retraining or it may insist on closer supervision of 
personnel. In any case, the decisions will be based upon facts, 
not upon emotions, prejudices, hazy memories of unusual events, or 
simply conjecture.

The control processes of the department can be much more 
effective when based upon recent, easily recalled facts. Quality 
and quantity alike may be ascertained and points of concern 
isolated from within the confines of records review and analysis. 
Response time or conviction rates both may be determined, one 
indicating good or poor deployment of personnel by time and area 
or perhaps less than satisfactory attention to duty by certain 
officers or shifts; the other may indicate poor preparation of 
cases for prosecution or commendable support from the prosecutor. 
It may be seen that the accumulated facts offer the department a 
measure of control and, once again, a point from which new or 
revised programs or policies may be initiated.
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As a police department increases in size, the value that 
may bo realized from a good records operation increases greatly, 
thougJi the problems of establishing and maintaining that operation 
increases in proportion. However, the law enforcement value of 
the available information warrants the effortand expense required 
to make it readily available. Cleveland’s police records element 
should be capable of providing several basic services, as follows:

1. It should have available for immediate retrieval 
a copy of every crime, arrest, accident, or 
incident report, or any fingerprint card or 
criminal history record which has been previously 
handled by the department. The information 
contained in these documents should be available 
for a period of time designated by departmental 
policy.

2. It should be able to determine by a single search 
of department records whether a particular person 
has had contact with the department in any 
official capacity, whether the contact was that 
of the victim, suspect, arrestee, complainant, 
witness or correspondent.

3. It should maintain wanted files to provide immediate 
information regarding stolen vehicles and wanted
or missing persons to the police officer on the 
street. The file should be accessible by means 
of the police radio net, and the requesting 
officer should be able to receive the desired 
information in a matter of seconds by merely 
providing the radio dispatcher with the name of 
the person or a license or identification number 
of an automobile.

4. It should provide for an automatic check of the 
Master Name Index on all arrested persons to 
determine whether there are outstanding warrants 
lodged against the subject, whethei' a hold has 
been placed against him by another law enforce
ment agency, or whether that person is missing 
or wanted by any agency in the country. This 
check should be made without any specific requests 
as a routine function of the records and identifi
cation unit.
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'5. The Records and identification unit should be capable 
of reproducing and distributing all police reports 
to those u-nits which have a need to receive copies 
of any report. This process requires niaximurn 
accuracy.

'6. The records and identification unit should be able 
to provide information regarding the accuracy, 
timeliness, and clarity of police reports and the 
accuracy of crime classifications through a report 
review system. This information should be provided 
to the personnel, training, patrol, investigations, 
youth and women's and other elements of the depart
ment which have need for this information.

7. The records and communications function of the 
auxiliary services bureau is provided as a base 
of intelligent operation for the field units.
The only justification for the division may be found 
in its services as they directly bear upon the 

. efficiency, effectiveness, and economy of 
operations. Unless there is a need for the informa
tion contained within a record or report, that 
record or report is useless. To that end the 
Cleveland department should concentrate upon 
the propel' use of necessary records.

Records and Communications Division

The records and communications division should be respon
sible for complaint reception, dispatch of police assignments, 
maintenance of all criminal and traffic accident records, control 
and service of warrants, all identification and fingerprint 
services, reception and distribution of departmental and United 
States mail, storage of evidence and property, staff review of 
police reports, and provision of a stenographic and typist pool. 
Also, the division should maintain a central master name index 
and provide all of the services now offered by the various public 
Counters.

The records and communications division should integrate 
the existing records now found in the various operating elements. 
All matters pertaining to any original police records, except
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perhaps those of vice cases under investigation, should be 
centralized‘in the new division. By centralizing operations, the 
present duplication of effort, inefficiency, and ineffectiveness 
can be eliminated or reduced and truly useful records and identi
fication services will be made available around the clock, seven 
days a week, throughout the year.

The communications center should be responsible for the 
actual receipt of calls for police service, citizens’ complaints, 
and for the control, assignment, and dispatch of all police field 
units. Radio dispatchers should assign case numbers to all com
plaints or requests for police service as they occur. A Complaint/ 
Dispatch Card should be filled out for every call properly 
serviced and an Out Of Servi-ce/Radio Request Card should be filled 
out each time a police unit reports out of service for any reason. 
Upon the completion of a tour of duty, these cards should be for
warded to the records unit where they will be processed and filed. 
Dispatchers should code all radio dispatch cards for the antici
pated automated data processing operation.

Radio dispatchers should receive requests from police 
officers in the field for name checks and checks of license 
numbers, processing them through the repords element. The dis
patchers on each shift should also be responsible for the operation 
of the teletype net.

The communications center should have full authority and 
responsibility for the reception and assignment of police calls 
and requests for service. The primary responsibility of field 
supervisors should be the operational supervision of police field 
personnel. Therefore, the assignment of calls for service is 
regarded basically as an administrative function to be carried out 
by the records and communications division. The authority of the 
communications center should be complete, and the assignments 
issued by that center should have the effect of a direct order 
from the chief of police.
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The quality, sufficiency, and timeliness of police reports 
are the responsibilities of the commanding officers of the oper
ating field units. However, due to the amount of time required by 
them to properly discharge their other command responsibilities, a 
centralized report review service should be established to provide 
assurance, that, in all respects, reports conform to department 
requirements.

The basic responsibility for accuracy, promptness, and 
detail still remains with the individual sergeants and lieutenants, 
and delinquent or deficient reports found by a report review 
officer reflect unfavorably upon the quality of command super
vision.

To suit the department's need, a supervisory officer 
assisted by several patrolmen and cadets should be assigned this 
review duty. These officers should review reports in the name of 
the auxiliary services bureau commander and not upon their own 
authority.

This procedure should be instituted within a short period 
of time, for it is necessary to improve the quality of police 
investigations and reports.

Placing the control function for the entire reporting 
system within the organizational framework of the auxiliary 
services bureau is not done by chance. The three fundamentals of 
reporting--honesty, accuracy, and completeness—may all suffer 
from the pressures of expediency in daily operations, diffusion of 
responsibility and consequent lack of control, and conflicts of 
interest.

It is often easier for a line supervisor or commander to 
forget about a call or to delay a report than to take the time and 
use the personnel necessary to accomplish the task. This may be 
so for many reasons, which may include daily operational pressures 
and a lack of interest in what he may consider to be unimportant 
"paperwork."
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Diffusion of records responsibility among two or more ele
ments inevitably results in different performance requirements, a 
failure to fully accept responsibility, lack of information 
retrievability, and denial of effective records use.

If an officer has been urged to take measures to reduce 
the incidence of traffic accidents or crime in his area and time 
of responsibility, the temptation to make subtle changes in class
ifications of crimes and accidents which might tend to reflect 
increased vigilance by his men is sometimes too powerful to resist 
Once the practice has begun, it must be continued to protect the 
officer from discovery or future repercussions.

To avoid these pitfalls, the primary responsibility for 
records keeping and data storing is placed in the auxiliary 
services bureau. There is no incentive for a records officer to 
downgrade a crime; the high or low crime rate in a beat or on a 
particular watch or even in the city as a whole does not reflect 
upon his individual or unit performance. It is his responsibility 
to objectively compile the facts concerning the time, location, 
and other variables of the occurrence of incidents in Cleveland.

The field elements can best be served by having honest, 
accurate, and complete data upon which to base their decisions 
regarding time and area deployment of manpower to determine crime 
and accident trends by specific times and locations, and to super
vise and direct field personnel in their daily operations.

Locating this function outside the line elements frees 
the latter from those duties which are not similar in method or 
process to their basic operations and also provides the department 
with a solid base of facts from which it may direct itself.

The records and communications division commander and his 
units will be judged upon how well facts are gathered and stored, 
not upon the occurrences which produced them. The full energy and 
attention of all of the personnel in the division will be directed 
toward developing a successful reporting system; their interest in
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actual field operations is properly limited to how best the field 
elements may be assisted in performing line services.

In keeping with the provisions outlined above, certain 
changes are necessary to implement' the recommended records and 
communication's service program.

All index systems should be consolidated in one master 
alphabetical file containing the names of all persons officially 
coming to the attention of the police.

The identification element files and personnel should be 
relocated in or adjacent to the central record room, the personnel 
being reassigned as members of the records and communications -I 
division.

All report forms should be printed by the offset duplica
ting process. This will allow the rapid reproduction of case 
report copies for distribution as necessary. Those persons who 
will normally operate the offset reproducing machine should be 
given a minimum of 15 to 20 hours training by the factory or sales 
representative of the company providing the machine. The vendor 
should be requested to return as necessary following the installa
tion of the machine to resolve any problems which have arisen in 
the use of the machine by the police.

There should be some on-the-job training after the initial 
installation has taken place, and the vendor may be asked to 
assist in this and in the correction of small errors and of oper
ating procedures which might not be fully acceptable. Supervisory 
personnel should be oriented and trained in the operation of all 
machines within the unit, but should not normally be expected to 
operate them. Patrol and other non-auxi1iary services division 
supervisors of all ranks should be fully acquainted with the 
system being used by the records and communications unit in report 
reproduction. This will assist them in being more helpful in 
their supervisory tasks as reports are completed by their officers 
for use by the records element and other elements in'the depart
ment .
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This machine should also be used to produce daily 
bulletins, special notices for distribution, wanted flyers, and 
stolen auto sheets, and for the literally dozens of other uses to 
which an offset duplicator may be put.

To provide the information necessary to successfully plan 
future police operations and to insure adequate, timely, well- 
distributed police services to the community, a true field 
reporting system should be adopted. The following basic field 
reporting forms should be provided for official use by the depart
ment. They are referred to as case reports.

1. Crimes Against Persons Report.
2. Crimes Against Property Report.
3. Miscellaneous Incident/Service Report.
4. General Case Report.
5. Vehicle Case Report.
6. Traffic Accident Report.
7. Supplementary/Follow-up Report.
8. Arrest/Booking Report.
9. Continuation Report.

All report forms should be printed the same size, 
8-)^" X 11", on offset paper masters. Officers should be issued 
offset pencils or ball pens which provide the marks necessary to 
allow exact reproductions of handwritten case reports for depart
mental and outside use.

A report of this kind can do no more than sketch in 
certain basic points on records and communications. A complete 
records and communications manual would comprise several hundred 
pages
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Data Processing Division

Under present circumstances this division probably could 
not be operational for perhaps three years. It is appropriate, 
however, to comment briefly on it. Data processing should be 
divided into two phases, as proposed elsewhere in this report; 
functional analysis and systems development is the responsibility 
of information systems division of the staff and inspection bureau 
and use and control of the equipment is the responsibility of the 
division under discussion.

This allocation of responsibility makes the same general 
distinction between the two phases as exists between the purposes 
and methods of work of the two services bureaus, staff and inspec
tion, and auxiliary services. It is in the former where the 
director and his staff work with the planning and research and 
other units in the determination of administrative and operational 
records needs and translate these into programs and systems. The 
data processing division provides the actual services.

Central Detention and Services Division

This division is responsible for a .diversified group of 
functions unrelated except as they can be classified as auxiliary 
services. They are placed together in one division for purposes 
of direction and control; it would not be inappropriate to have 
the unit commanders report directly to the head of the division 
if he can assume the additional direct supervisory responsibility. 
He will, however, be much engrossed for some time with assisting 
in the development of the records and communications division.

Vhenevei- it is practicable the department should be 
entirely freed of its detention responsibilities, and the facil
ities closed. Detention should be taken over by the state or 
county; the former is preferable because of the opportunities it
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would provide for a more professional detention service. It is 
important, particularly in view of recent Supreme Court decisions, 
that the police not hold their own prisoners. The transfer of 
detention responsibility will avoid many allegations of mis
conduct in the handling of prisoners. Meanwhile several impor
tant steps can be taken. The women's section should be closed and 
the male population reduced by transfer to the county.

Rules and regulations should be adopted which will assure 
prisoner segregation by type and age of offender and provide 
additional security. Officers entering the jail should leave 
their sidearms in temporary custody outside the facility. More 
meals of better quality should be provided.

If the facility is maintained the training unit should 
provide its supervisor and his staff with special training in cus
todial practices.

As replacements or additional personnel may be required in 
the police laboratory unit, consideration should be given to 
employment of civilian specialists. A classification study, 
suggested elsewhere in this report, will disclose that salaries of 
men in the unit who are performing creditably are not competitive. 
When pay for classifications is determined, men assigned to the 
unit should be reimbursed accordingly if determined rates exceed 
their current salaries.

The vehicle maintenance section should be responsible for 
liaison with the city shops and for routine maintenance scheduling 
of police vehicles to avoid unnecessary wear and minimize down
time .

When purchase arrangements are made for a new communica
tions system, serious consideration should be given to contract 
radio maintenance in order to improve service and reduce costs.

It is proposed that the Auxiliary Services Bureau be
organized as depicted in Chart IX.



CHIEF OF POLICE Chart IX
PROPOSED FUNCTIONAL ORGANIZATION 

AUXILIARY SERVICES BUREAU 
CLEVELAND POLICE DEPARTMENT
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VI. PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

Although technological improvements are increasingly 
important to effective police operations, the greatest gains yet 
to be made in improved service lie in better personnel management 
practices. These include effective selection processes, high 
standards of training related directly to needs and objectives, 
and excellence in supervision, command and administration. The 
product is qualified personnel, of high morale and esprit de 
corps, competent and eager to do more than required work, dedi
cated leadership, and effective distribution and deployment to 
produce optimum results with available personnel resources.

Recruitment and Selection

The adequacy of the recruitment and selection process 
determines the quality of those candidates who are appointed as 
recruit patrolmen. The recruiting base must be broad and the 
selection process, from formal application through the rigors of 
an effective probationary period, must be sufficiently discrimina
tory to reasonably assure the selection of only those who are fully 
qualified. The entire process must be flexible enough to waive 
artificial and less important barriers, yet strict enough to avoid 
compromise; sound enough to provide for the future, yet appropri
ate for today's needs; and attractive enough to provide sufficient 
numbers from which to choose, yet objective enough to meet depart
mental needs.

It is proposed that recruiting be extended to all geo
graphic areas within the United States.

Serious efforts should be made on a need basis to
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establish recruiting programs in jurisdictions outside 
Cleveland. Advertising in national magazines (including, 
but not restricted to law enforcement journals) should be 
common procedure. The department may find it necessary 
to send recruiters to areas where potential candidates may 
be found and, if so, funds necessary to further this prac
tice should be budgeted.

It is proposed that the following qualifications, for 
recruitment be adopted:

1. United States citizenship.
2. Age range of 21 to 30 years.
3. Intelligence quotient of 110 or above.
4. High school diploma or equivalent.
5. Height of 5'7 to 6'4
6. No criminal record indicating moral turpitude, 

or conviction for any felony.

These requirements are lenient enough to provide a broad 
recruiting base, yet stringent enough as a first point 
of selection.

It is proposed that oral interviews be adopted as part of 
the selection process.

Once the applicant passes the written part of the examin
ation process he should next appear before an oral hearing 
board where he should be graded on poise, ability to 
express himself, attitudes, and other factors. Care

—'As here used, recruitment consists of the steps 
used to bring a potential employee to the beginning point of the 
selection process.
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should be taken not to examine for knowledge of police 
procedures or related technical matters. The board should 
conduct standard interviews w’hich allows each candidate to 
be judged basically on the same traits and qualities 
exhibited in the same setting and under the same general 
circumstances. This can be facilitated by use of standard 
rating forms which contain basic guidelines to measurement 
and evaluation. The candidate's application should be 
available to the board.

The oral board should be composed of a personnel expert 
recruited from business or industry, a commanding officer 
representing the department, and a third person with 
special competence in personnel or police administration.

Interviews should last only long enough to determine the 
acceptability of the applicant within defined boundaries; 
usually 15 to 20 minutes will suffice. Rejection by the 
oral board should immediately disqualify the candidate.

It is proposed that the next step in the selection process 
be a thorough medical examination.

The medical examination should be so thorough as to 
identify potential functional disorders that would soon 
or ultimately restrict the candidate's capability to 
adequately perform his work. The department must be 
assured that those who pass have a probability of long 
service.

It is proposed that background investigations of applicants
be expanded and intensified.
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To meet the requirements for an adequate background 
investigation, a careful analysis of school, employment, 
credit, military and criminal records, personal inter
views of persons in the applicant's neighborhood, past 
and present employers, and the applicant's immediate 
family should be undertaken. A negative attitude on the 
part of the wife toward police work should be considered 
in evaluating the candidate's possibility of a successful 
career in the service.

The full investigative process should extend to other 
communities as well as Cleveland, if the applicant has 
lived or worked elsewhere and each investigation should 
be given the time necessary to fully complete it, usually 
three or more days. The investigation should be conducted 
by the personnel unit augmented by personnel from other 
units whenever there is a large number of applicants. If 
an applicant's history develops derogatory information 
which cannot be satisfactorily explained, all uncertain
ties must be resolved in favor of the department. No 
compromises to the security of the public should be 
permitted.

It is proposed that all recruits be appointed in a 
civilian status and not sworn as police officers until completion 
of their recruit training.

Adoption of this procedure will avoid occasional embarass- 
ment to the department and other problems because of 
officious and unwarranted police actions by untrained 
persons. It has the additional advantage of extending 
probation by the length of the training period and any 
service time prior to formal training.
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Training

It is proposed that the department revise its present 
training program. (See Appendix B for suggested syllabi).

Adequate training directly related to the attainment of 
department objectives is mandatory if successful 
operations are to be developed and maintained. It should 
prepare recruits to perform in conformance with high 
standards for special types of responsible work.

A carefully selected and trained group of senior patrolmen 
should serve in coach-trainee relationships to new patrol
men for at least 30 days after they are first assigned 
street duty following recruit training. While so serving 
coaches should receive extra compensation. One of the 
group should serve in the role of class counselor during 
the classroom training period. Selection of coaches 
should be made by. the personnel unit from lists of patrol
men recommended by supervisory and command officers.

Special training should be provided those persons assigned 
to specialized functions, e.g., investigators should 
receive training in matters pertinent to their assignments 
Special training classes should be provided when 
sufficient numbers of personnel are assigned to a new duty 
If this is not feasible, carefully controlled instruction 
by competent supervisors should be provided.

In a new area of learning such as tactical operations, 
all concerned personnel should be given formal classroom 
instruction, in coordination with field problems, by
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competent personnel recruited from within or outside the 
department,

In-service training programs should be established for 
all positions, patrolman, specialist, supervisory, 
command, and administrative. Comprehensive examinations 
should be given to all persons of sergeants rank and above 
and to a random sample of all patrolmen. This will serve 
to identify (1) general training needs, (2) persons incom
petent to fill their present rank or assignment, and 
(3) persons with unusual or special knowledge and will 
assist in determining their proper assignments. If the 
department is reluctant to attempt to achieve all three 
goals of the process, examinees may remain anonymous.
The results will then only provide a statistical base for 
the determination of training needs in each group.

Advantage should be taken of outstanding national schools 
on a programmed basis and tuition and other expenses paid 
by the department from specially budgeted funds. Because 
of the expense involved, only key personnel should attend 
and, upon completion of their course work, be expected to 
make available their recently acquired information to 
others through staff meetings and training classes. Post 
training assignments should, if possible, relate to the 
areas of study.

Selected personnel should be sent to the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation's National Academy, Southern Police 
Institute, Northwestern University Traffic Institute, 
The Delinquency Control Institute of the University of 
Southern California and others of equal caliber on a 
regularly scheduled basis.
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The commanding officers of bureaus and major divisions, 
particularly the chief of police, should hold regular 
staff meetings which, themselves, will serve as training 
vehicles. Frequently staff meetings should include 
discussions by outside specialists in many fields.

On-the-job training in other police departments, in 
specialized areas of responsibility should also be used 
as a means of improving the department. It would be well 
if the department were to send selected personnel to the 
following cities to observe and study the special 
activity listed:

Chicago, Illinois Planning and research,
records and communications, 
data processing, tactical 
operations, community 
relations, criminal 
intelligence and internal 
affairs.

Kansas City, Missouri Records and communications, 
planning and research and 
other staff services.

Los Angeles, California Training, internal affairs, 
intelligence, and public 
information service.

Oakland, California Patrol operation, planning
and research, training 
bulletins, and tactical 
force operations.

Continuous in-service training should be provided all 
2 / personnel at least five days annually.--' Refresher 

courses in Supreme Court decisions, local and state laws.

The immediate need is so great that 10 day programs 
e offered during the first year of reorganization.
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and changes in department programs, policies, and proce
dures should be offered. In-service training is‘designed 
to refresh personnel on material covered earlier and on 
which recall may be below an acceptable level and to keep 
them informed on developments since their last training 
period.

Roll-call training should be developed for immediate needs. 
This kind of training requires only a few minutes each day 
it is offered but will prove invaluable if administered 
properly <

It is proposed that there be adopted a semi-scheduled 
program of rotation of persons, at all levels, for purposes of 
broadening experience and perspective, training, and evaluation.

This kind of. program will have only nominal value under 
present circumstances, but will be very meaningful as the 
department begins to develop along more modern lines. 
Particularly valuable will be assignment to the staff 
services division and elsewhere in the staff and inspec
tion bureau.

It is proposed that legal provisions be adopted which 
provide for summary separation of a recruit officer at any time 
during the probationary period.

It is advantageous both to the department and the candi
date to provide for his release when there is sufficient 
evidence indicating his inability to meet certain stan
dards, and any policy or legal confusion pertaining to* 
dismissal practices should be resolved in favor of the 
department. In addition, the department should initiate
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procedures that allow for constant evaluation of a 
candidate's performance in order to determine obvious 
needs and to provide for necessary correction.

It is proposed that the in-city residency requirements be 
abolished.

Modern communications and transportation facilities 
provide adequate means for achieving desired response 
time to routine "and emergency assignments from reasonable 
distances. The only requirement affecting a person's 
residency should be one that assures his prompt arrival 
for emergency service; this problem can be resolved, 
perhaps, by establishing residency requirements within a 
reasonable radii from police headquarters. In some 
instances residency outside Cleveland now provides 
quicker response than residency inside.

Compensation and Employment Guidelines

Compensatory practices are of great concern to all police 
officers; they should be of equal concern to local government for 
this is one factor, among many, that significantly influences a 
city's ability to attract and retain qualified, competent personnel. 
Pay and fringe benefits and the surroundings in which one works 
significantly influence incentive, morale, efficiency, effective
ness and in some respects, a person's competency. One obvious but 
major contribution of an adequate compensation plan is the lessen
ing of need to supplement income through "moonlighting." Restric
ting moonlighting within narrow bounds should mean less illness, 
more interest in promotions and professional advancement, and a 
general improvement of police effectiveness.
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It is proposed that a classification and pay plan be 
devised for the department, compatible with a general city classi
fication and pay plan, which will be more attractive to recruits, 
provide reasonable step increases at all ranks for prescribed 
periods of time, permit more strict regulation of off-duty employ
ment, and encourage promotional efforts.

Table 1 may be used as a guide, with full consideration 
to several factors. In view of the recent general raise, 
plans should be made for implementing a new program at the 
beginning of the next fiscal year.

Only three steps are proposed for specialists because a 
patrolman should not normally receive such an assignment 
until his third year of service.

It is important to comment that the proposed pay schedule 
reflects compensation for excellence. It is generally 
recognized that some men db'not meet even minimum 
acceptable standards of performance and that substantial 
variations in competence do exist. The immediate problem 
is to compensate adequately for excellence, but not to 
pay well and yet condone mediocrity. Several solutions 
are available. Early retirement to provide more promo
tional opportunities and for other reasons is discussed 
elsewhere in this chapter.

As requirements for promotion become more stringent and 
selective,better potential will begin to permeate higher 
ranks. Meanwhile Steps 4 and 5 for sergeants, 3, 4, and 
5 for lieutenants, 3> 4, and 5 for captains, 4, and 5 for 
deputy inspectors, and 2, 3i 4, and 5 for inspectors could 
be granted only as earned by demonstrated competence.
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Strict training and educational requirements could be 
established as a basis for the above step increases. At 
a moie distant time, reports from the staff inspection 
division could be a determining factor.

The salary proposed for the chief of police is arbitrarily 
set at 25 per cent over maximum for inspector. The salary 
is nominal in relation to job responsibilities and does 
not have validity if an outside person is selected for the 
position.

Table 1
Suggested Pay Ranges and Step Increases 

Cleveland Police Department
Rank or
Titl e

Class 
Number

Step
1

Step 
2

Step
3

Step 
4

Step
5

Patrolmen 
and 
Policewomen

1 $6,748 $7,104 $7,459 $7,832 $8,224

Specialist 7,832 8,224 8,635
Sergeants 3 7,459 7,832 8,224 8,635 9,067
Lieutenants 6 8,635 9,067 9,520 9,996 10,496
Captains 9 9,996 10,496 11,020 11,571 12,150
Deputy
Inspectors

13 12,150 12,757 13,395 14,065 14,768

Inspectors 17 14,768 15,506 16,291 17,106 17,961
Chief 22,300

It is proposed that all overtime and court time be 
compensated for by direct monetary payment at a straight hourly 
equivalent rate and that the present accumulation of overtime and 
court time be paid off.

Direct payment of all overtime and court time relieves 
several problems which usually accompany the practice of
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allowing time off for overtime; it avoids personnel 
scheduling disruption,, discriminate applications, and 
depletion of line and service complements.

If the city cannot afford to eliminate accumulated 
amounts of overtime and court time, it should continue 
the present practice of terminal leave before retirement 
dates according to the amount of time accumulated.
However, an effort should be made to remove the accumula
tion by direct payment.

It is proposed that only those personnel whose rank or 
title does not exceed a sergeancy, except as noted below, receive 
credit for overtime or court time.

The obligation to devote whatever time is necessary to 
accomplish a task without extra remuneration should be 
assumed by all ranks over sergeant except in the case of 
line lieutenants. This practice does not create the 
hardship or inequitable circumstances that might be 
imagined. Command and administrative officers, by the 
very nature of their positions, have greater opportunity 
to adjust their schedules to meet defined needs. In 
addition, the proposed pay plan assumes an allowance for 
reasonable amounts of overtime in the positions of higher 
responsibility.

To assure against the abuse of overtime practices by any 
personnel, sound policy limiting and defining the needs 
for overtime should be formulated and maintained. All 
overtime should be approved by a commanding officer and 
accounting for it should be centrally controlled.
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Reimbursement for overtime and court time should be by 
separate check from a special overtime account and, except 
for withholding taxes, should not be subject to any other 
deductions.

It is proposed that an officer's entire uniform, its 
replacement, and the cost of maintaining it be provided by the 
department.

Initial provision of the total uniform will avoid the 
present monetary hardship on recruit patrolmen and will 
provide an added feature to the recruitment program.

Total replacement of all items determined worn, defective 
or otherwise unfit to wear will promote incentive to 
dress well, help develop pride in the uniform, and portray 
a better image to the public.

If the above proposal is implemented a maintenance allow
ance of $120 a year paid in quarterly installments, should 
be sufficient to meet most officers' maintenance needs. 
Police officers assigned to investigative duties who are 
required (not permitted) to wear civilian clothing, 
should also receive $120 as a clothing and maintenance 
allowance.

It is proposed that medical examinations, at the city's 
expense, be given to all personnel under 50 years of age at five- 
year intervals, and thereafter at one-year intervals.

This is, in fact, a preventive maintenance program 
designed to protect the health of the men and to identify 
and provide for the correction of disabilities.
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Persons suffering from previously undiscovered medical or 
physical problems are thereby given proper warning and 
started toward treatment, preventing or reducing the. 
possibilities of permanent disabilities or even death. 
Further, the department may thus determine the fitness of 
individual officers to serve in specific capacities, or 
perhaps, whether an officer should be retired for medical 
reasons prior to the time normally expected.

This practice also aids the department in insuring that 
officers are in the best of health and physical condition, 
thus reducing time lost for illness and recurring injuries. 
Men who are overweight to the point of possibly affecting 
their health should be required within a reasonable time 
to meet the weight established as proper by the physician. 
Weight control should be emphasized in training classes.

It should be the chief's prerogative to require a medical 
examination at any time for personnel of the department 
who, to him, appear to need one.

Promotional Practices

It is critical to the successful operation of the depart
ment that only highly qualified personnel be promoted to positions 
of responsibility. There can be no compromise for any reason. If 
a young man is promoted to a sergeancy, it can be assumed that he 
will remain in that position or a higher one for many years. If a 
mistake is made in the promotion, the department must pay for it 
over a long period of time.

The basic need for promotions is a broad base of competent 
personnel and it is for this reason, in part, that so much stress 
was placed earlier on recruiting and selection practices. Beyond
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this, however, the requirements for promotion must be so stringent 
that only the best of a select group may be named. If an examin
ation discloses that there is an inadequate number of qualified 
officers, the vacancies should remain unfilled; unqualified 
personnel must not be promoted.

Examinations for promotion should be directly related to 
and designed .to test the potential for each of several levels of 
supervision, command, and administration. For example, a 
sergeants' examination should be concerned primarily with super
vision, a lieutenants' with supervision and command, and a 
captains' essentially with command. If examinations are held 
for deputy inspectors and inspectors, they should be specifically 
concerned with administrative potential and cover areas of organi
zation, personnel management, budgeting and so on.

It is proposed that a candidate for promotion, like a 
candidate for recruit patrolman, should appear before an oral 
board after passing the written examination.

The board should appraise the candidate on his poise, 
judgment, ability to express himself, and insofar as it 
can be determined, his potential for the position being 
examined. This is but a part of a candidate's competitive 
promotional examination process and the score derived from 
it should be given a predetermined percentage weight in 
the entire promotional process. The use of this board is 
another step in selecting only those who are best quali
fied to perform essential tasks.

It is proposed that specialized training become part of 
the promotional process.

An additional step should be added to the promotional
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selection process for at least the positions of sergeant, 
lieutenant, and captain. Persons surviving the normal 
examination processes should then be placed in an inten
sive training program for the position for which the exam
ination was held. This program could be developed and 
provided, perhaps, by a local university. Persons 
failing the course should be declared ineligible and the 
grades of the successful ones should be combined with 
earlier examination scores to provide a composite score 
which will establish the ranked eligible list. This 
total process whould result in final selection of ambitious 
determined, and intelligent persons with a high likelihood 
of success. Importantly, they will be trained for their 
new positions before appointment. In spite of adding this 
selective feature, the "choice of three" provision should 
not be neglected by the chief as he makes promotions.

It is proposed that a satisfactory protest process be 
established for the written section of the promotional examinations

Such a process must be clearly defined, practical and 
equitable. It will give the police examinee-student more 
confidence as he studies and often will provide post
examination reasons for study and analysis to the ambitious 
person. The following steps are suggested.

1. The examination and the correct answers should be 
posted for three days following the examination, 
although the examinee should not be allowed to 
see his own examination papers.

2. If an examinee finds one or more posted answers he 
believes to be incorrect, he should be allowed to 
protest each one, within a specified time, in 
writing to the Civil Service Commission, indicating 
what he believes to be the correct answer(s) and 
giving full justification.
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3. On notification of a negative decision by the Civil 
Service Commission, if he still believes that he is 
r-ight, he should be able to request a hearing.

4. A hearing board should consist af three persons 
jointly agreed to by the Civil Service Commission 
and the chief of police and hear at a single 
sitting, or series, all protests, and should 
openly announce its decision on each question as 
it is made. The board should be free to consult 
experts for advice on questions. Decisions of 
the board should be final.

It is proposed that seniority be discontinued as a factor 
in the promotional process.

Time in the department provides no indication of potential 
supervisory, command, or administrative ability.

It is proposed that marksmanship be discontinued as a 
factor in the promotional process.

Shooting proficiency does not indicate ability in 
supervisory, command, or administrative positions. 
Shooting is and should be, however, an important factor 
in recruit training, continuous in-service training in 
weaponry should be provided, and career-long qualifica
tions should be established.

It is proposed that all promotions be probationary for one 
year.

A probationary period should comprise the final step in 
the selection process. To be fully effective it must be 
based on regular reporting by trained supervisory raters.
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It is proposed that deputy and full inspectorships be 
classified as exempt positions.

The chief should have reasonable latitude in selecting 
his top command staff. This proposal implies that a cap
taincy should be the highest civil service and tenured 
position in the department. The proposal should not affect 
incumbents but should apply in "filling future vacanties.

It is proposed that promotional examinations be scheduled 
to assure that the smallest possible number of officers will be 
absent from critical positions at any one time.

Examinations for sergeancies should be spread over several 
days. This will allow for the arrangement for necessary 
time off and without disrupting schedules. Examinations 
may be so constructed and controlled that the chance for 
abuse is minimal. The examination for lieutenancies 
should be held on one day, and those for captaincies, 
deputy and full inspectorships on another, not in conflict 
with any other.

Educational Incentive Program

It is proposed that an educational incentive program be 
established.

A three-stop program is suggested. The first should be 
adopted as soon as funds can be made available; it is 
implementation of an educational refund program. To 
encourage and to help policemen of all ranks go to a 
college or university, financial assistance should be
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provided by the department. It is recommended, when a 
member is pursuing an acceptable college program, that he 
be required to pay his own tuition fees at the time of 
registration but on the successful completion of a course 
he be refunded one-half of his tuition fee.

Reimbursable courses should not be limited to those 
involving police work or related fields, but should extend 
to any field which will further an officer's ability to 
serve his community. Courses in business and public 
administration, sociology and psychology, for example, 
should be considered appropriate courses and worthy of 
reimbursement under the program.

The second step requires college work to be eligible for 
promotion. It is suggested that patrolmen not be 
appointed to the rank of sergeant until they have had one 
year of college work, two years should be required for 
promotion to lieutenant, three to captain, and four years 
to positions above this rank.

Failure to complete the required college work for 
promotion should not deny eligibility for the examinations 
if the work can be completed before the termination date 
of the eligibility lists.

This requirement should be in recruiting announcements and 
in the basic manual so that all recruits will be fully 
aware of it.

It should not apply to men presently in the department. 
Instead, it would be well to give nominal credit to those 
presently in the department who have already taken work,
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or who have the initiative to pursue a college education. 
The latter provision could be established before the next 
promotional examination and continue through the service 
of present employees.

The third step, for later consideration, would be small 
salary increases for those who have attained certain 
levels of college work, regardless of their rank in the 
department.

Disciplinary Processes

The handling of disciplinary problems, no matter how well 
intentioned everyone may be, is almost always suspect to some 
degree by members of the department and the public. Thus, com
plete understanding, objectivity, impartiality, and equity are 
essential to a good program. A well-administered department, of 
high esprit de corps, soon becomes largely self-disciplined.

It is proposed that substantial changes be made in the 
handling of cases involving police personnel that may or should 
lead to disciplinary actions.

Several things should be done. The first is that all 
cases that come to the attention of commanding officers 
from external or internal sources must be fully recorded. 
The second is that all such incidents should come to the 
attention of the chief of police who is ultimately respon
sible for their disposition. The third is that the 
Internal Affairs Unit must handle investigations of all 
complaints from the public in addition to those reported 
to it internally and those it develops itself. The 
fourth is that some formal hearing procedure should be
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established in the department, and the hearing board 
should be composed of departmental personnel. The fifth 
is that all complaining citizens be fully advised of 
actions taken on their complaints.

Proper hearing procedures are outlined in Appendix C, 
titled Board of Inquiry and Recommendation.

When the program is well developed, there should be but 
infrequent need for recourse to appeal from disciplinary 
decisions made by the chief of police.

Light Duty Personnel

Although every department should have a sense of obliga
tion to all of its personnel, it also must fully honor its 
obligation to the community for the provision of a high level of 
police service. If a department is fortunate, it will be in a 
position to honor both obligations!, the one to the community as 
well as the one to its own personnel. But if a department loses 
proper perspective in regard to its obligations, the subsequent 
imbalance may substantially affect its goals and, in part at 
least, reduce its total effectiveness.

It is proposed that the department make every effort to 
decrease the number of its light duty personnel.

Because of the obvious implications of the above state
ment, it is incumbent upon the department to use only the 
most equitable means of attaining an obviously difficult 
goal. Nonetheless, there are several methods by which 
this goal may be realized.
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1. The department should make every effort through 
objective and extensive medical examination, 
interviews, and if necessary, investigation, to 
return to regular police activities as many light 
duty personnel as possible.

2. The city should promulgate an ordinance which 
allows inter-departmental transfer of those 
persons not capable of performing police duties, 
yet still able to perform effectively in less 
demanding areas of public service,

3. Light duty personnel may be placed in a few 
clerical positions within the department; 
however, every effort should be made to keep 
such assignments to a minimum. If they are so 
placed, they should be fully trained for the 
new duties.

4. If no element of malingering is involved, and 
personnel are still incapable of competent per
formance in the department or elsewhere, they 
should be medically discharged and given appro
priate pension benefits.

5. Finally, some cases involving frequent and 
unconscionable malingering should, for the good 
of the service, result in dismissal.

Retirement

Scheduling and other circumstances of retirement are of 
grave importance to the community and the department, and to 
their policemen. Provisions for retirement and retirement 
practices of the department and its personnel need substantial 
revision.

It is proposed that the present mandatory retirement age 
of 70 be lowered to age 55»

An immediate reduction of 15 years would pose very 
serious financial problems for the city and for many of 
the men affected. Because of this it is suggested that
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the reduction be achieved over a period of years. For 
example, the age could be reduced to age 65 one year 
after the schedule were established, to age 62 one year 
later, and one additional year annually thereafter until 
age 55 were reached. It is further suggested when the 
age is reduced to 56 that a one year extension be allowed 
on request of the officer but subject to rigid controls 
and approval by the city if adequate mutual advantages 
would favor the extension, and that when age 55 is 
reached, two such annual extensions be considered.

Substantial cost is involved in the above proposal. 
First year costs would be approximately $640,000 if all 
officers age 55 today were retired immediately, retire
ment required at age 60 would cost $282,000, and at age 
62, $192,500. These costs, of course, would be reduced 
annually by attrition.

Positions in the department simply must be filled only by 
those willing and able to perform adequately. On the 
basis of the proposal many more promotional opportunities 
would be available each year, and for some years these 
would be filled by younger and younger men. The advan
tages over a period of several years would be significant

It is proposed that a funded retirement program be 
established.

This would mean, in effect, that two systems would be 
operative for many years. Ultimately on a sound basis, 
personnel would have a full sense of security and the 
city's costs would relate directly to employment.
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It is proposed that early voluntary retirement be 
encouraged when it can mutually serve both the department and the 
officer.

Advantages of such a program to the department are clear; 
to the officer it establishes a secure pension, flexi
bility in living and working, and an opportunity for 
additional income. Men who have earned maximum pension 
rights through years of service are now working foi' only 
slightly more than one third of their basic salaries. It 
would seem wise for them to obtain their pension and to 
work elsewhere.

The personnel unit of the staff services division should 
counsel with men of retirement age and assist them, if 
they wish, to secure satisfactory post-retirement employ
ment .
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VII. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

The management of the fiscal affairs of a multimillion 
dollar governmental agency requires adequate accounting records, 
proper budgetary procedures, good internal audit practices, 
defined and documented fiscal procedures, and all the other com
ponents of a balanced system of financial control. The chief 
administrator must have the financial information necessary for 
the proper allocation of limited resources and for decision making 
in the management of agency operations. Budget development, 
execution, and analysis are integral parts of the management 
function.

Internal controls insure both the administrator and the 
general public that limited financial resources are being expended 
within an adequately defined system and that physical property in 
public custody has proper accounting. Management must be con
stantly testing and probing in a large organization in order that 
operating systems produce desired results. In summary, financial 
management should be utilized by the administrator in the achieve
ment of the ultimate goal of the agency which, in this case, is 
providing police services to the City of Cleveland.

The organization necessary to administer the financial 
aspects of the department must be developed and adequate personnel 
employed. Employment of accounting technicians will be necessary 
for the internal audit and systems development functions. 
Personnel must be trained in budget development and administration

The accumulation of fiscal data through formal accounting 
structures should have many beneficial results. Accounting 
classifications should serve the budgeting function. Necessary 
accounting records should be provided to allow for the maintenance 
of budgetary accounts, including organization and activity records 
Cost accounting records should be incorporated within the account
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classification* in order to provide cost information concerning 
motor vehicles, plant facilities, and billable service, and in 
other areas where the accumulation of cost data will aid in the 
effective administration of programs or provide the information 
necessary for executive decisions.

The complexities and the vast scope of current police 
operational problems cause management to properly concentrate on 
them. Internal audit provides a constant internal review of all 
financial and business operations. Such a program should be 
initiated and should provide a review of internal controls, 
accounting systems, and all financial methods and procedures. 
The results of such a review should provide the exception report
ing necessary for the efficient use of executive talent.

An accounting system for the purchase and distribution of 
supplies and materials should be devised. Inventory should be 
controlled through general ledger control accounts and adequate 
det ailed records. Controls over inventory should include periodic 
counting, proper costing of items, and adequate internal controls 
over all supply items.

An effective postaudit program should be established for 
the purpose of providing an independent review of financial 
operations. The city, state, or an independent accounting firm 
could provide this service. This review should provide manage
ment with comprehensive, independent analyses of nonpolice 
functions.

Provisions should be made for budgetary procedures that 
will provide the elements necessary for establishing a realistic 
budget. Budget requests should be formulated at the lowest 
operating level and developed into a budget by department, bureau, 
division and unit. Supervisory personnel at all levels of organi
zation should be called upon to project their general operating 
budget needs. The budget should be identified by elements of 
organization and activities within the organization.
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Once the necessary accounting systems are designed to pro
vide, for effective budgeting, a program o.f budget administration 
should be instituted. Programs should be planned, funds allocated, 
and results measured. Financial information should be made avail
able to all levels of management.

Receipt of all property should be centralized and proce
dures for full accountability established. This is a practical 
data processing application. A master list of all property 
received could be established and as property is disposed of, the 
master list could be adjusted to reflect the transactions. 
Periodic internal audits would determine the availability of the 
property. The master file should include equipment number, date 
of purchase, cost of equipment, and location of item. Periodic 
inventory of equipment would insure adequate control over the 
equi pment.

A systematic approach to financial matters must be 
developed. Procedures, containing adequate internal controls, 
should be the result of thoughtful review of requirements. 
Systems design can only be performed by trained technicians. The 
internal audit group could provide the staff necessary to insure 
a systems approach to current problems.
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VIII. HOUSING AND MATERIEL

It is only practicable at this time to place housing and 
materiel needs in broad perspective; no realistic definition of 
specific needs or gross costs is possible. Broad and significant 
recommendations have been made throughout this report and each in 
its own way, if adopted, would influence need and, consequently, 
cost estimates involving both capital improvements and operational 
requirements.

Basic decisions on organization, management, and operations 
must be made to provide bases for evaluating housing and materiel 
needs. For example, while it may be estimated that 80 per cent of 
the automotive equipment should be replaced within the year, no 
estimates of additional vehicle requirements can be made until 
certain policy and operational problems are resolved. If all two- 
man patrol units were to be abandoned, and this is not recommended, 
the number of field units could be doubled. This would require 
twice as many patrol vehicles; a decision to have one half» two-man 
units would require a 50 per cent increase in the number of 
vehicles.

Other operational decisions also affect requirements for 
vehicles. If the mounted troops are abandoned, most men released 
probably would be assigned to mobile units. Likewise, if the 
number of motorcycles is reduced, more automobiles would be 
required and, in this case, operating costs would be reduced even 
though the number of vehicles remained constant. Several more and 
similar examples could be cited.

Basic decisions must be made also in housing requirements; 
two are most critical. First, the department needs an adequate 
headquarters building. Alternatives are available, construction 
of a new facility or an addition to and extensive remodelling of 
the present one. This decision, in turn is dependent on others,
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at least one of which cannot now be foreseen - whether the uni
versity will acquire the present site* Second, management must 
decide what district stations are to be retained and what their 
use is to be.

Whatever the headquarters decision is - a new building or 
expanding and remodeling the old - plans will be conditioned again 
by a wide variety of decisions regarding its use. For example, 
whether the department will be able to divest itself of detention 
responsibilities, and whether staff and auxiliary services will 
be expanded for meaningful use. If records and communications 
are to be modernized and electronic data processing utilized, 
particular functional and spatial relationships must be considered 
and strict humidity and temperature controls provided, in addition 
to special structural treatment such as raised removable panel 
type flooring.

A completely new integrated communications system with all 
necessary subsidiary components should be developed. This requires 
the base and mobile equipment to support a multifrequency network. 
Several frequencies will be needed as well as 12 or more combined 
radio-telephone positions in the communications center. All field 
units, including investigative, should have fixed and portable 
two-frequency receivers and transmitters. The number of such units 
depends on decisions regarding the size of the field force and the 
use of one- and two-man pdtrol and investigative cars.

Major and responsible radio manufacturers should be 
requested to study and analyze Cleveland's radio communications 
needs, and to provide and justify specifications and estimates of 
cost. A successful bidder on the system should be required to 
provide resident engineering assistance for at least a year after 
installation. Whether the system is leased or purchased provides 
a cost variable, as does a decision to locally maintain it or to 
have this done by contract with the manufacturer.
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Estimates for cost of electronic data processing will vary greatly 
among marvufac turers and especially on a basis of use contemplated. 
Costs will increase if the system is to serve the metropolitan 
area and these, in turn, may be reduced by charges for service. 
A rule of thumb is cautiously offered, equipment costs in a 
sophisticated system are only one-quarter to one-third of total 
costs when necessary systems and operational personnel are 
included in estimates.

An in-depth study should be made of the present call-box 
system. Costs and service features of the present operation should 
be compared with cost and service features of a public telephone 
reporting system. Improved service and reduced costs are probably 
available through the latter.

Many items could be identified for reporting, recording, 
and related needs but, again, basic decisions must be made. For 
example, a sound records system will need offset duplicating 
equipment for reproducing reports and memoranda for distribution. 
Central dictation and transcribing should be provided to assure 
more complete and faster reporting, and to free investigators and 
otimrs for more full utilization of their time.

In final analysis, until many basic and important decisions 
arc made, no sound estimates of costs are possible.
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IX. POLICE AND COMMUNITY RELATIONS

In general, police community relations may be viewed in 
two contexts. In one it represents the composite product of all 
interact iojis between the police agency and the community, whether 
they are positive or negative in nature, whether ttiey occur b> 
happenstance or plan, whether they are productive or disruptive 
ol community security and tranquility, and whether or not they 
foster or destroy effective communication. In the other context, 
police-community relations implies action, cooperatively developed 
and directed by both the agency and the community toward common 
goals within a politically, socially, and economically viable 
milieu. IL is with the action-oriented concept that this study 
is concerned.

To gain the desired level of maximum safety and security 
for all citizens, consistent with legal restraints to maximize 
individual liberty, there must be cooperation between the police 
and the public; this necessitates an understanding of the inter
relation and interdependence of each upon the other. However, 
public cooperation, respect, and support cannot be assumed. In 
all likelihood, they must be earned by the police through honest, 
efficient, impartial, and courteous service to all. Conversely, 
the public cannot assume that it will receive efficient law 
enforcement service unless it insists upon this kind of service 
and actively involves itself in the process of securing it.

While there is no police and community relations unit nor
encompassing program in the formal sense within the department.
elements of a total program do exist though they largely represent 
uncoordinated reactions to various community pressures.

A strong point has been the emphasis on traffic safety in 
order to generate understanding of the need for traffic law
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enforcement, to instill respect for traffic enforcement actions 
taken by the police, and to gain a recognition on the part of the 
public that only through cooperative efforts between the police 
and a mobile public can traffic accidents be prevented.

Other efforts include six hours of community relations 
instruction given to all recruits, a P.A.L. (Police Athletic 
League) program in the Fifth District (this is being expanded by 
assistance of a grant from the Federal Government), attendance of 
a few officers at specialized police and community relations 
training programs given by other agencies, limited participation 
in district level community relations programs sponsored by the 
Cleveland Community Relations Board, and the activities of the 
Public Relations Unit which, in the past few years, has decreased 
to less than half its former size. The Public Relations Unit has 
been active, primarily, in the development of limited recruiting 
programs, the operation of a small speakers bureau, and the devel
opment and implementation of a program for junior high schools to 
explain the role or function’of the police.

Meager police involvement in community relations activity' 
is a direct reflection of administrative philosophy which per
meates the entire department. The latter's position can be 
summarized as follows:

1. The police are "crime fighters" who are respon
sible for repression of criminal activity within 
the City of Cleveland.

2. Community relations activity is perceived as a 
"social work" approach to law enforcement and 
therefore is incompatible with the primary 
mission of the police.

3. Community relations is primarily police and Negro 
relations, which means working with the various 
human relations groups, including civil rights 
groups which are being influenced by radical and/or 
subversive elements; therefore, police involvement 
must be minimal.
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4.

5.

6.

Participation, limited by administrative design, in 
various community relations activities is mandated 
by the need "to take the heat off" rather than by any 
belief that the activity is either worthwhile or 
of benefit to the police or the community.
One of the major reasons for involving police in 
police-community meetings is to provide a forum 
for expounding particular groups’ points of view 
(publicity) while attempting to embarrass and 
discredit the police; therefore, again, police 
involvement must be minimal.
Citizen activists in police-community relations, 
particularly in the civil rights field, are advocates 
of police-civilian review boards, a practice totally 
unacceptable to the police.

7» Police-community relations is viewed, at best, as a 
compartmentalized function of the police to which 
a few people can be assigned for successful accom
plishment, e.g., the Public Relations Unit.

In essence, administrative philosophy, while not incorrect 
in specific instances, is narrow in construction and reflects a 
limited concept of the police role. The department is defensive, 
isolated and parochial, and mistrustful of the public it serves.

In order to provide a framework for specific recommenda
tions, it is necessary to articulate a conceptual base reflecting 
the meaning of police and community relations. It is only as the 
police and the community begin to understand the role of each 
that expectations will be commensurate with reality, Radelet 
says that police and community relations means

. . . encompassing the totality of ways in which it 
may be emphasized that the police are part of, not 
apart from the communities they serve! . . . which 
makes it the total orientation of a police organi
zation, not merely the preoccupation of a special 
unit or- bureau called by that name, or some reason
able facsimile ... a concept which underscores the 
historical fact that the police are the community, 
the community is the police . . . that all of the 
great issues in law enforcement today are an issue 
in police and community relations ... is not 
simply an Institute, or a workshop, or a once-a-year
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conference-- that it is not simply so many hours
of instruction in a pre-service or in-service 
police training curriculum . . . that it is not 
merely affable relations with the newspapers or 
the TV people, or having a good speaker's bureau, 
and going to Rotary every Wednesday--in short, 
that Police and Community Relations is all of 
these things and much more.Jt/

Ceitainly police and minority group relations rightly 
assumes a major dimension in police and community relations, but 
it is only a segment of the total relationship.

Police and community relations, therefore, must be 
reflected in administrative policy, operational decisions, job 
execution, training, supervision, and in other ways, as a police 
department endeavors to serve a community. In short, police and 
community relations is an attitude, a belief that involves a total 
orientation. In this context, this entire study and report of the 
Cleveland Police Department is a study and analysis of the 
strengths and weaknesses of the police and the Cleveland community 
Similarly, the recommendations made in the areas of training, 
administration, organization, resources, operations, and so on, 
are articulated in improved police and community response to their 
shared problems. Of necessity then, the specific recommendations 
in this section are confined to those areas not covered in other 
sections of the report.

The police department must reorient its basic philosophy 
in regard to its role in the community, and recognize that the 
police are "professional citizens" providing service to their 
fellow citizens. Because we live and believe in a democratic 
society, police service, to be effective, must have the

—'Radelet, Dr. Louis A., "Improving Police and Community 
Relations--An Investment in Youth," Proceedings of Workshop for 
Police Professors, I.A.C.P., I966, p.72.
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cooperation and support of the public, use only that amount of 
force necessary to achieve compliance with the law, and always be 
mindful of the dignity of every citizen.

The community, composed in turn of many communities, must 
reorient its basic philosophy towards its role in the policing 
function. The community, if it is to have security and tran
quility, must recognize and assume its responsibility by abiding 
by the laws and be recognizing and assuming its individual and* 
collective responsibility, assisting and cooperating with its law 
enforcement representatives, the police. In addition, the 
community must recognize and accept its responsibility for the 
conditions that result in criminal behavior, social disorgani
zation, and subsequent violent and lawless conduct. The sense of 
responsibility must extend to the police, the prosecutive 
agencies, and the courts. Lawlessness, whatever its rationale, 
cannot be tolerated for it^ too, becomes a pervasive and destruc
tive influence.

The police, even as a part of the community, cannot be 
held solely accountable. This is not a plea for understanding 
the "policeman's plight," rather it is the only realistic alter
native available to reverse the alarming increase in community 
disorder as expressed in illegal and antisocial behavior. The 
community must become involved in these problems and their 
solutions.

The police should be among the leaders, rather than the 
reluctant followers, in establishing the necessary dialogue 
between the police and the community so a joint attack can be 
mobilized. An example of this type of leadership is provided in 
Appendix D, An Equal Rights Declaration, unanimously endorsed by 
the Michigan-Association of Chiefs of Police earlier this year. 
Emphasis, of necessity, should be placed on preventive policing, 
a concept to which the police and the community are already
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committed in some areas, e.g., the handling of juvenile offenders.
Police leadership should formulate and formalize goal- 

oriented policy concerning the over-all objectives of the adminis
tration. An example of this is contained in the policy statement 
of Federal Appelate Judge George Edwards when he assumed command 
of the Detroit Police Department which said, in part, that he 
believed in .vigorous and impartial enforcement of the law, and the 
development of community support. After a policy has been formu
lated, meaningful guidelines in an operational context should be 
given to members of the force. An excellent example of this 
type statement, included in Appendix E, is found in General Order 
66-9, issued by 0. W. Wilson, Superintendent of Police, Chicago, 
Illinois on April 22, 1966.

Statements of new or changed policies should be publicized. 
Supervision and inspection (treated elsewhere in the report) must 
ensure that these policies have full compliance. Violations must 
be uncovered and corrected, applying positive and/or negative 
discipline as the circumstances warrant. It should be remembered 
that real policy is expressed by what administration does, not by 
what it says.

A Police and Communities Relations Division should be 
established within the staff and inspections bureau. This 
division would include the functions presently assigned to the 
public relations unit, although the latter unit itself should not 
retain separate identity. The commanding officer should have 
sufficient rank to reflect the crucial importance of this function, 
the administrative support of this activity, and to enhance effec
tive cooperation with the police, the various community groups 
with which the division will work, and the general public. The 

2/ rank of Deputy Inspector i§ recommended.—

—'This recommendation is a preference over the appointment 
of a civilian director of the Police and Community Relations 
Division. However, it is recognized that the latter may be 
necessary until effective leadership can be developed.
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Three or more lieutenants should be assigned to the Police 
and Community Relations unit for detailing to individual geographic 
areas as community relations coordinators. Sufficient additional 
police personnel should be assigned as experience and need 
indicates. Necessary space, materiel, and clerical assistance 
should be provided. Assignment to the division should be based on 
intelligence, interest, and demonstrated ability to work effec
tively on a cooperative basis with all kinds of people. All 
qualified sworn personnel, regardless of rank, should be considered 
for assignment to this division.

A citywide Police and Community Relations Council should 
be established and its membership selected’by the chief with the 
advice of his superiors, subordinates, and professional counsellors 
if deemed necessary, and the City Community Relations Board which 
has had many years experience in this area. The nucleus of this 
council could be selected from the Citizen-Police Relations 
Committee already active in the area. The police chief should be 
the chairman of the council and preside at all meetings of the 
whole. Membership of the council should include representatives 
of both the community and top echelon police administrators. The 
actual number of people to serve on the council is not suggested. 
However, as a general guide, the larger the group the greater the 
opportunity exists for sitizen and community involvement. There 
should be a committee of the whole and, contained in it, ad hoc 
"working" committees.

Selection of the individual council members whould include 
consideration of the following factors:

1. The sincere desire of the individual to solve 
the existing problems, rather than only to 
secure partisan objectives,

2. The ability of the person to actively work in 
cooperative but perhaps volatile situations. -

3. The possession of knowledge and experience to 
permit Actual accomplishment of tasks.
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4. The broiidesl representation of community forces 
consistent with workable size.

Constructive not destructive influences are sought and the 
appointment of representatives from extremist groups, individuals' 
with known serious personality conflicts, and self-seeking 
individuals should be avoided. However, Dr. William Brown's 
comments are appropriate:

... Liaison should be established not with people 
who like us, in particular, but rather with people 
who have the liking and respect of their minox'ity 
associates. We want contact with the people who 
are the champions of the groups they represent, not, 
our champions to them. We do not need self-seekers 
or persons of questionable background, and while we 
are grateful-for the 'police buff we cannot afford 
the luxury of accepting his generously prejudiced 
view of our problems. Along these same lines, we 
must make a serious attempt to develop attitudes of 
respect for groups which we sometimes feel are 
unnecessarily hostile to the police. We should 
consider the possibility that their position may be 
based upon honest and, at least sometimes, accurate 
belief. In short, we must make very serious 
attempts to convince the members of the minority 
that not only do we do a good job, but that we are 
their police as well as the police of all other 
members of the community.
At the first meeting of the Police and Community Relations 

Council the chairman should seek to establish a permissive atmos
phere to encourage membership participation and he should make 
clear the sincerity and eagerness of the police department to 
improve its service, and this must be so in fact. Subsequent 
meetings should seek to identify and correct those conditions that 
hinder or destroy a meaningful relationship between the police and

3/—'Brown, Dr. William P., The Police and Community Conflict, 
monograph presented at Eighth Annual National Institute on Police 
and Community Relations, Michigan State University, 1962, National 
Council of Christians and Jews.
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existing situation requires immediate attention. The first step 
is to establish a formalized complaint procedure that is made 

4/ known to both the police and the community.—' An example of both 
the procedure and its distribution is the leaflet entitled 
Citizen Complaints prepared by former Police Chief Stanley 
Schrotel of Cincinnati and distributed to thousands of citizens 
by his police officers. The office of the commanding officer of 
the staff and inspection bureau should receive all complaints. 
Its function would be to accept each complaint, assist the com
plainant in registering his grievance in the proper form, and 
explain the entire procedure, including alternate actions that 
may be appropriate in the given situation. Notification should be 
given to the chief's office of all complaints received. The 
grievance should then be sent to the internal affairs unit for 
immediate investigation, with a copy to the community relations 
division. The completed investigation should be forwarded to the 
office of the Chief of Police who would, in turn, refer it to a 
board of inquiry and recommendation,, if warranted, or to the 
community relations division for disposition. One member of the 
police and community relations steering committee should be an 
observer at board hearings on citizen complaints. The community 
relations division should be notified of investigation results, 
the board of inquiry’s recommendations, and the chief's dis
position. The disposition and the supporting reasons should be 
personally delivered to the original complainant. Although there 
are equally acceptable alternative procedures, the guidelines 
remain firm: thorough and quick investigation resulting in prompt 
and fair action followed by disclosure of the findings and results 
to at least the concerned parties.

See also Internal Affairs Unit in Chapter IV and
Disciplinary Processes in Chapter VI.
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The activities of the police and community relations 
division will require definition by the administration of the 
police department. However, in broad outline, the activities 
should include:

1. Examining all police policies and procedures 
and their impact upon the community and the 
police.

2. Developing and recommending new or amended 
policies and procedures, in cooperation with 
the planning and research unit, to meet the 
demands of changing community situations. 
Included in this activity is the development 
of strategy and tactical procedures dealing 
with community disorders and providing infor
mation for administrative critiques after 
their implementation.

3. Observing all phases of the department's 
operations to gain insight into the strengths 
and weaknesses of policies and procedures in 
their actual execution.

4. Proposing training programs to the training 
unit to overcome weaknesses in existing prac
tices and programs.

5. Acting in a staff capacity to the police and 
community relations council and committees.

6. Maintaining liaison and working with the 
multiplicity of committees involved in police 
and community relations.

7. Serving as the vehicle of communication 
between the individual and the police as 
abrasive situations develop within the 
community.

8. Identifying and recommending solutions for 
the correction of community conditions 
requiring police and community action.

Police and community relations training of different 
intensity, duration, and sophistication should be given to 
members of the police and community relations division, and all 
members of the department. Particular emphasis should be placed
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on the traihing of command and supervisory personnel who must 
understand and support the concepts and insist upon their 
execution at the operational level. Use of the police training 
academy, regional schools, higher educational facilities and 
specialized schools across the country are suggested. Training 
in this and other areas of police activity is mandatory to meet 
the existing community needs.

Finally, community relations is a dynamic condition 
requiring constant effort and attention by both the police and the 
community and, in the final analysis, the success or failure of 
the joint venture is determined by the attitude and actions of the 
most important police community relations officer, the individual 
patrolman or detective, and by the most important community member, 
the individual citizen.
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STAFF INSPECTION

A staff inspection is an inspection which is conducted outside the 
normal lines of authority and responsibility, which makes detailed obser
vations and analyses of department components on a scheduled basis, and 
which is intended to inform the Chief of Police of the general performance 
of those components.

In Cleveland, the Staff and Inspection Bureau commanding officer 
should be the staff inspector. He is directly responsible to the Chief 
of Police for developing and carrying out the staff inspection program.

He must be a person in whom the Chief has complete confidence, and 
should be mature and experienced, have a high degree of objectivity, and 
good judgment; he should thoroughly understand the Chief’s operating philos
ophy; he should possess the type of personality which will permit him to 
suggest and persuade rather than command. Most important, his integrity, 
intellectually and otherwise, and his morality must be unimpeachable.

For all major inspections, he should have a team to assist him.
As many as four aides may be necessary on major inspections, e.g., one 
of the Patrol Bureau. A typical makeup of the team for the latter inspec
tion would be the Planning and Research supervisor, an officer assigned 
to the Investigation Division, the commanding officer of the Youth and 
Women’s Division, and the Records and Communications commander. Also 
attached to the team for liaison purposes could be a lieutenant from the 
Patrol Bureau. The aides are temporarily relieved from normal duties for 
the duration of the inspection.

Members of the team should possess the following minimum qualifi
cations :

1. They should have knowledge of, and reasonable 
experience with, most of the operational problems.
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2. They must be expected to assume a completely 
objective and constructive attitude toward the 
unit being Inspected.

3. They should have earned the respect of the men 
in the unit which is under Inspection.

4. They should have a high degree of personal and 
intellectual integrity.

Under most conditions, the elements to be Inspected should have 
advance notice of at least one week. A surprise visit by an inspection 
team is, in reality, only a surprise to the unit for a fex7 hours. The few 
things that a unit can "spruce up" with advance notice are in reality only 
superficial and should be maintained in top condition with adequate line 
inspection. A staff inspection, by its very nature, must concern itself 
with things that are for the most part a matter of record. With even the 
most rudimentary recording system, alterations are not easily possible.

At about the time notice is given of an inspection, the inspecting 
officer and his team should meet with the Chief. At this time, the Chief 
should brief the team on the objectives and process of the inspection. 
This will establish the Chief's support and interest in the inspection 
program and help assure its success.

At the beginning of the actual Inspection, the Inspector and his 
team should meet with the command staff of the unit to be inspected. This 
will set the stage for a cooperative situation.

No matter how large or small the Inspection team is or how complex 
or simple the unit to be Inspected is, a checklist of items to be covered 
must be used. It is held that while a good checklist will not insure a 
thorough inspection, one carried on without it will surely fall short of 
its goal.

The following is a brief summary as a guide only for the Patrol 
Bureau inspection:

1. Personnel

a. Authorized complement (all ranks)

b* Work schedules
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c. Vacation schedules

d. Reliefs

e. Special assignments

f. Absences

g. Attrition

h. Morale

i. Integrity

j. Appearance

k. Reports and records

l. Job knowledge, all ranks

2. Operations

a. Supervision

b. Assignments

c. Utilization of automotive equipment

d. Roll calls

e. Enforcement indices

f. Selectivity of enforcement

g. Utilization of the tactical unit

h. Operation of the special investigations section

i. Accident frequency of police vehicles

j. Citizen interviews

3. Administration

a. Staff meetings

b. Leadership

c. Supervision
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d. Housekeeping

e. Cooperation with other agencies

f. Discipline

g. Personnel development

The great detail in which an element is examined dictates that con
siderable time must be spent in the actual inspection. Inspecting the 
Patrol Bureau will require a minimum of three days for the team. Annual 
Inspections are preferable for all elements.

Following the three to five days of field work, the inspecting 
officer must consolidate all of the comments of the team into an understand
able and useful documentation of the condition of the unit. It must be 
stressed here again that a staff Inspection is primarily constructive, and 
the report therefore must be prepared in such a way as to carxry out that 
theme.

It Is always Important to give sufficient credit to the unit and 
its personnel in any area where its operatlop is particularly good.

It should be borne In mind that recommended Improvements should be 
made directly to the element’s commanding officer in every case where it is 
within his authority to effect the change.

With the exception of commendatory notations, the contents of the 
report should be kept strictly within the confidence of the Chief, the 
inspecting officer, and the element commanding officer. By so doing, the 
possibility of embarrassment of the commanding officer In the eyes of his 
men is prevented. In addition to this, some of the recommendations which 
might contain highly desirable features are kept from the attention of the 
personnel until they are Implemented. Thus, should budgetary or other 
considerations dictate the abandonment of the proposed change, no one has 
great cause for disappointment.

At 30-,60-, and 90-day Intervals after the report has been presented, 
the inspecting officer should be directed to report on the progress of im
plementation of recommended Improvements. It is in this area where the 
greatest value can be achieved from the inspection service.
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Among the Chief's responsibilities are; (1) locating problems,
(2) planning solutions, and (3) putting the latter into action. Inspection, 
properly directed and honestly used, is a principal administrative tool 
vzhich will, in fact, locate the problems and assist in their solutions. 
Participation in team inspections by commanding officers, temporarily re
lieved from regular duty, is a very significant personnel development process.
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RECRUIT AND REFRESHER TRAINING SYLLABUS

Hours

ect or Topic P.ecruit
Initial 

r>efresher
Annual 
Refresher

ORIENTATION M M «a m «•

Rules and Procedures of Training
Programs 1 M •• m m

Notebooks and Note Taking 1 m m

INTRODUCTION TO LAW ENFORCEMENT m m
Local Traditions 2 m m
Department Organization and

Mis s ion 4 •• a* m m

POLICE ETHICS 4 2 m m

BILL OF RIGHTS 4 •* «■ m m

CITY PERSONNEL RULES AND REGULATIONS 0 ww mm

DEPARTMENT RULES AND SEGULATIOIIS 4 «■ M mm

COMMUNITY AND PERSONAL KEIATIOWS mm
Basic Psychology 4 m m
Abnormal Psychology 4 h m m
Press Relations and Policy 4 2 mm
Human rx.elations 4 2 mm
Police and Minority Groups 8 4 2

FIRST AID--STANDARD AND ADVANCED 26 mm

FIPxEARl-IS TRAINING •aaatf mm
Familiarization 4 tat mm

Laws and Policy on Use of Firearms 4 2 2
Range Firing 20 ■■ mm

Practical Pistol Course Mm m m

LAW m m m m
Substantive Crime Statutes 20 M W m m
Elements of Offenses 8 M m

Judicial Processes from Crime to
Punishment 8 mm

Rules of Evidence 8 4 m m
Court Visits (Field Tours) 8 W M mm
City Ordinances 8
Laws of Arrest 8 4 2
Search and Seizure 16 2
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Hours
Initial Annual

Subject or Topic Recruit Refresher Refresher

11. TRAFFIC CONTROL AND ENFORCEMENT
Background for Traffic Law *• •BM

Enforcement and Control 2 WOT

State Motor Vehicle Code G M M WOT

City Traffic Ordinances 
Traffic Law Enforcement--

n u WOT

Policy and Procedure 4 4 1
Use of Uniform Summons
Drunk Driving Law and Chemical

4 •••• w w

Testing
Driver Licensing and Auto

4 2 1

Registration 2
Officer-Violator Contacts 2 2 1
Traffic Movement Control 4
Accident Investigation 12 2
Accident Reporting 4
Hit-Run Investigation 4 2 2

12. POLICE REPORTING
Structured Tveports 12 1 1
Narrative Reports 6 1 1

as. COM-IUNICATIONS OT M

FCC Regulations, Use of Com-
municaticns Equipment, Stan
dard Communications Procedures 4 W W

14. CRIliTNAL INVESTIGATION .
Fingerprints and Their Use-'

M m OTOT
4 WOT

Collection and Preservation of
Evidence^-' , 8 2 2

Crime Scene Search-' 4 2
Auto Theft Investigation 4 1 1
Burglary Investigation 4 2 2
Crimes Against Persons k 1 WOT

Homicide Investigation 4 2 2
Larceny Investigation 4 1 1
Court Preparation and Presentation 6 1

Sejt Offenses 4 2 2

Narcotics Offenses 4 2 M OT

Liquor Law Offenses
Interviews, Statements, and

2 1 W OT

Confessions 8 4 W

The Crime Laboratory 2 1 wa»
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Subject or Topic

Hours

Recruit
Initial 

Refresher
Annual 
Refresher

15. DEFENSIVE TACTICS ■* «• MM MM

Corae-alongs, Disarming Tech
niques, and Use of Police Baton 16 8 M tet

16. JUVENILE PROCEDURES 12 16 M M

17. PATROL PROCEDURES «• «••• M M

Patrol and Observation Tech** 
niques— 14 5 M M

Techniques and Mechanics of
Arrest— 10 5 1

Searching Persons and 
Autos 4 2 1/2

Answering Felony-in-Process Calls 4 1
Disorderly Conduct Incidents 2 2 1.
Handling ilon-Police and Civil 

Cases 2
Prowler and Disturbance Galls 2 2 1
Mental Illness Cases 2 2 1
Descriptions of Persons and 

Property 2 2 1/2
City Geography 4 •« w MM

10. JURISDICTION AND ROLE OF FEDERAL 
AGENCIES 2 M M MM

19. DISASTERS AND CIVIL DEFENSE M «• MM

The Role of Police in Civil
Defense 2 M M

Bomb Procedures 1 1 M M

Hurricane Procedures 2 1
Mutual Aid in Disasters 1 1 1
Mobilization Procedures 1 1
Radiological Hazard Procedures 1 1 1

20. CIVIL DISORDER PREVENTION AND 
CONTROL
Laws Concerning Strikes and Riots 6 2 1
Riot Tactics 10 2 1
Domestic Disturbance Tactics 4 MW

Special Weapons 4 MM MM

Building Siege Tactics 4 MM mW
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Subject or Topic

Utilization of Fire Apparatus
Mob Psychology

21, REVI07 AND EXAMIMATIOII

Total

Recruit

Hours
Initial 

Refresher
Annual

Refresher

24 6

480 120 40J8 L ■ LL—g »— U» I a ■«

(.'notes u$(2 of files available frexa the Federal Bureau
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PBACTICAL POLICE PISTOL COURSE

A. First Stap;e;
Four 5-round strings at 50 yards in 3 minutes and 15 seconds; 

single action
a. 5 rounds--strong hand--sitting
b. 5 rounds--strong hand--prone
c. 5 rounds--strong hand--standing barricade
d. 5 rounds—veak hand—standing barricade

B. Second Stage;
Three 5-round strings at 25 yards in 1 minute and 45 seconds; 

double action
a. 5 rounds--atrong hand--kneeling
b. 5 rounds--strong hand—standing barricade
c. 5 rounds—v/eak hand—standing barricade

C. Third Stage;
One 5-round string at 15 yards in 8 seconds: double action

a. 5 rounds--strong hand--point shoulder
D. Fourth Stage;

Tvzo 5-round strings at 7 yards in 30 seconds; double action
a. 10 rounds--strong hand—crouch (below shoulder and eye level)

Firers will load first 5 rounds on command and reload additional 
string without command. Double action requirement for revolvers 
only.
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investigators’ training syllabus

Sub iect or Topic Hours
1. PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVE 1/2
2. CLASS AND FIELD NOTE TAKING 2-1/2
3. USE OF IIANDOUTS

Assignment of Topics 2
Discussion of Fugitive Investigations 2

4. JURISDICTION OF FEDERAL AGENCIES 3
5. LABORATORY EJCAMINATIONS OF HANDWRITING AND TYPEWRITING

How to take Handwriting and Typewriting Specimens— —* 4
6. CHECK FRAUDS

Georgia Check Law and Procedure 1
FBI Fraudulent Check File 1
Discuss Handout Material 1

7. BURGLARY INVESTIGATIONS
State Statutes 2
Types of Burglars and M.O, 1
Burglarized Safes 1

8. DEVELOPMENT AND HANDLING SOURCES OF INFORMATION 3
9. HOW THE STATE AND FBI CRIME LABORATORIES CAN AID IN INVESTIGATIONS BY EXAMINATION OF:-^ 4

Soil Blood
Tool marks Glass
Paint Hair and fiber

10. PRINCIPLES OF PHOTOGRAPHY 4
11. PLASTER CASTING 2
12. LARCENY INVESTIGATIONS 3
13. INTERVIEWS WITH SUSPECTS AND WITNESSES—^ 4
14. HOMICIDE INVESTIGATIONS 3
15. PLANNING AND CONDUCTING RAIDS 2
16. HANDLING FIREARMS AT CRIME SCENE-^ 2

Gunpowder Tests; Firearms Identification
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Subject or Topic Hours
17. NARCOTIC INVESTIGATIONS 3
13. HOW TO CONDUCT PHYSICAL SURVEILLANCES"^ 2

19. CONFESSIONS AND SIGNED STATEMENTS 3
20. PRACTICE IN WRITING CONFESSIONS AND STATEMENTS"^ 1
21. TECHNIQUES AND MECHANICS OF ARREST^^ 3

22. EVIDENCE AND THE INVESTIGATOR 4
23. TESTIFYING IN COURT^'^ 3
24. cru-ie scene searches-'^-3

25. COLLECTING AND PRESERVING OF EVIDENCE 1
26. DESCRIPTIONS OF PERSONAL PROPERTY AND PERSONS 3
27. AUTO THEFT INVESTIGATION^' 3
28. LAWS OF ARREST, SEARCH, AND SEIZURE 4
29. FINGERPRINT IDENTIFICATION 4
30. HIT AND RUN INVESTIGATION 3
31. GAMBLING AND VICE INVESTIGATION 4
32. ORIENTATION FOR MOOT MAJOR CASE 3
33. PREPARING CASES FOR TRIAL 4
34. MOOT IIWESTIGATION OF MAJOR CASE-^ 7
35. MOOT TRIAL OF ABOVE INVESTIGATION^^ 7

36. THESIS AND NOTEBOOK INSPECTION 1
37. REVIEW AND EXAMINATION  6

TOTAL 120

—'Denotes use of Federal Bureau of Investigation films or slides.
—^Practical demonstration or exercises.
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SUPERVISORY TPxAIlIING SYLLABUS

Subject or Topic
1. Qualifications and Duties of Supervisory Officers

The Role of the First Line Supervisor
2. General Principles of Police Organization and

Administration
3. Administrative Police Problems
4. Functions to be Provided for:

Staff Specialization
Specialization at Operating Levels
Staff vs. Line and Dual Capacity

5. Selection and Training
6. Indoctrination of New Employees and Supervisors
7. Training and Maintaining an Adequate Work Force
0. Giving Orders and Motivating Subordinates
9, Techniques of Leadership and Supervision

10. Getting Viewpoints of Subordinates
11. Police Pvecords Systems
12. Policing as a Human Relations Activity
13. Supervisors Responsibility

Department Youth Policy
14. Behavior Characteristics and Wayward Youth
15. The Evaluation of Personnel
16. Preview and Examination

Total

Hours
Initial Annual

1 1
4 2

8
5

2
2
2
5
5
6
8
5
3
5
3

3
2

1 
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
1
3
1

3
3
6
4
80

2
2
5
4

40
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COMMAND TRAINING SYLLABUS

Subject or Title
Hours

Initial Annual
1. Qualifications and Duties of Command Officers 4 2

2. Professional Police Management 4 2

3, Personnel Management as Applied to Law Enforcement 8 4

4. Development and Implementation of Departmental Policy 8 4

5. Line-Staff Relationshipi 8 2

6. External Controls Imposed on the Chief Administrator 4 2

7. Internal Controls Imposed by the Chief Administrator 4 2

8. Planning and Research 8 4

9, Community Relations and the Police Service 4 2

10. Psychology and Conditions of Effective Leadership 4 1

11. Decisions Making 4 1

12. Inspection Procedures 4 1

13. Budget Procedures, Problems, and Preparation 8 2

14. Evaluation of Police Management Within the Department 4 h

15. Review and Examination _4 _4

Total AO
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Appendix C
THE INTERNAL BOARD OF INQUIRY AND RECOMMENDATION

The Chief of Police should have available to him a Board of Inquiry 
and Recommendation that would inquire into or investigate all allegations 
of misconduct presented to it by commanding officers, whether initiated by 
them or by citizens. Following such inquiry, it should then make recommen
dations on their, disposition. The Board, as recommended, is composed of 
two sections, one of inquiry and one of recommendation, as the title indi
cates. The Board of Inquiry should be composed of five members of the 
Department, selected on a rotation basis, and should include men of all 
ranks. If a case involving a police officer is being heard, a suggested 
makeup of the Board would be one police officer, one sergeant, one lieu
tenant, one captain, and one duputy chief.

In no event should there be a member of the Board of lower rank 
than the subject officer.

The Board of Inquiry should be chaired by the Chief of Police with 
the hearing being conducted informally. The subject officer’s commanding 
officer should present the case. The subject officer should be privileged 
to participate in the hearing or remain silent. He should not be allowed 
to have legal counsel but should be permitted, perhaps urged, to be 
represented and aided by another member of the Department. The subject 
may choose anyone he wishes to represent him up to and including the rank 
of lieutenant.

Any action involving a member above the rank of lieutenant will 
be handled by the Chief personally.

Only one other person should be allowed at the hearings, a techni
cal aide to the Chief of Police. He must be considered only as an observer 
and should not be allowed to participate in any way in the hearing.
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The Chief of Police, in chairing the Board, will to a large measure 
determine its success. His position must be one of impartiality and objec
tivity so that he will not influence the Board. On completion of the in
quiry, the Chief and all present except the five members of the Board should 

be excused.
The Board of Inquiry now becomes an independent board of recommen

dation, chaired by the senior officer of the highest rank present. Each 
member should participate fully in the deliberations which should be carried 
out without regard to the rank of those on the Board. At the conclusion of 
its deliberations, if it has found a basis for charge, it should recall the 
Chief of Police, the commanding officer, and the subject officer. At this 
time, it should ask for a general statement from the commanding officer on 
the work record and reputation of the subject officer and a specific recom
mendation of penalty if he wishes to make one. The commanding officer 
should then give the Board the personal record file of the subject officer 
for review. At this time, the Chief of Police, the commanding officer, 
and the subject officer should again leave the Board so that it may deter
mine its recommendation. The recommendation should be made by the Board 
directly to the Chief by memorandum. While he may accept or reject it, 
it should provide the basis for his final decision.

Implementation of the Board of Inquiry and Recommendation will 
accomplish several worthwhile objectives. These include.

1. The creation of an esprit de corps based on the 
impartial and just handling of disciplinary cases. 
The members of the Department will know that they 
are under strict supervisxon, but that they will 
be held responsible for proper conduct under a 
program that will provide them adequate safeguards.

2. A sense of participation on the part of the members 
of the Department in the maintenance of discipline.

3. A recognition on the part of the citizens of the 
community that their complaints are properly con
sidered, that adequate investigation is made, and 
that the right action will follow the investiga
tion whether it results in the disciplining of 
the officer or his clearance from the alleged 
charges.

I
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4. A knowledge on the part of the Mayor and other 
city officials that there is a well-disciplined 
force in which the interests of the members and 
the public alike are served.

Results, of all disciplinary actions adverse to the officers, 
will become part of the personnel files and will be used in the evaluation 
of each man at the time of possible promotion and reassignment.
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MICHIGAN ASSOCIATION 
--------------------- of------------------------- -------------  

CHIEFS OF POLICE

May 19, 1966

Disturbed by a feeling of unrest and suspicion 
by the public on the attitude of police and their enforce
ment, the executive committee of the Michigan Association 
of Chiefs of Police today unanimously endorsed .a strong equal 
civil rights declaration to allay any fears or clear up any 
doubts.

President William Johnson, superintendent of police 
of Grand Rapids, said any repression of equal rights can be 
costly, dangerous and unjust and adversely affects all elements 
of the community.

The committee, meeting at State Police headquarters, 
said that ’’The people of Michigan must oppose segregation in 
housing and education because it creates distress for all who 
are entitled to the responsible exercise of their freedom 
and creates tension which reduces the ability of the police 
to service all people.”

The declaration added that there also must be 
’’equal opportunities for employment for every race and 
persuasion... so that one of the causes of poverty and crime 
may be reduced.”

The full text of the declaration follows:
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"Under Executive Committee action me eting May 19, 1966 
the following statement was unanimously adopted:

"The Executive Committee of the Michigan Association of Chiefs 
of Police is convinced that the police of Michigan must speak out for 
extension of freedom, equality, and ordered liberty under the law for 
all people, regardless of race, color, creed, or national origin.

"We know that the distress and disorder which result from 
the repression of equal rights are costly, dangerous, and unjust.

"We believe that this distress has triggered the destructive 
orgies our nation has experienced; that the historic rift between 
minority groups and the police has created suspicion and distrust which 
can cause the derogation of the police, and will seriously affect the 
ability of the community to protect itself.

"We believe that the community in the democracy cannot survive, 
without its police.

"In- the interest of the community, we therefore declare:
"That the people of Michigan must oppose segregation in 

housing and education, because it creates distress for all who 
are entitled to the responsible exercise of their freedom, and 
and creates tension which reduces the ability of the police to 
serve all people;

"That the people of Michigan must protect their liberty by 
providing equal opportunities for employment, limited only by 
fitness and ability, so that every race and persuasion may enjoy 
the fruits of our prosperity, and so that one of the causes of 
poverty and crime may be reduced;

(more)
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"That the people of Michigan must insist on vigorous and equal 
enforcement of the law, and must recognize that every man is 
entitled to the protection of the law, regardless of race, color, 
creed, or national origin;

"That the preservation of ordered liberty under the law 
requires a responsible exercise of the rights of each person, and 
no status, privilege or accident of birth or nature, can give any 
man license to choose the law he will obey;

"Tnat the people of Michigan must strengthen their communities 
by reducing all of the causes of crime and disorder, for the police, 
as agents of the communities, find it ever more difficult to ensure 
their safety;

"That acts of injustice and discrimination distort the 
attitudes of our children, and create such fear that our inhumanity 
to man is carried from generation to generation;

"That the people of Michigan must reinforce their liberty 
by getting and keeping those men who are best qualified to serve 
them as police officers;

'That all members of the community must urge their best young 
men to serve as police officers; they must recognize that the police 
serve them under extreme conditions and discouraging odds, and only 
the most dedicated men can succeed;

"That the constitutional rights of every citizen must be 
protected; and we believe that the courts of this nation are the 
only competent agencies to judge those rights;

"That the community must strengthen its sense of responsibility 
for the police role in serving it, and that it must be wary of 
attempts to make the police responsive to political expediency.

(more)
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which can only reduce the confidence of the community in 
existing law;

'That the police of Michigan must honor the Law Enforcement 
Code and Canons of Ethics, and must make every effort to enforce 
them fairly and impartially.”

-- oOo---
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GENERAL ORDER
J/

OATC or issue

22 April 1966

crrceTivK oatk

25 April 1966

NO.

66-9
T

CIVIL RIGHTS

DtSTSI- 
SUTIOM

c

AMENDS

NCC SeSCINOS

. PURPOSE

This order:

.A. consolidates the policy of the Chicago Police Department on civil righu as already expressed in current 
Department rules, directives, and other publications.

6. reaffirms the Department’s determination to observe, uphold, and enforce all laws pertaining to die 
individual rights of each person without regard to race, creed, national origin, or economic sutus.

L INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS

A. All citizens of this country ue guaranteed protection against unlawful attest and unreasonable search or 
seizure.

B. Department personnel will uphold these rights by:

1. taking a person Into custody'only when there are reasonable grounds to believe that;

a. an arrest wanant exists for the person, or

b. the person has committed or is committing a law violation.

2. Invading a private dwelling only when he:

a. has in his possession a search warrant authorizing him to do so, or

b. has reasonable grounds to believe that a person whom he Is authorized to arrest is within such 
private dwelling or

c. has reason to believe that immediate entry is necessary to protect a person within such private, 
dwelling from death or serious injury, or

d. can otherwise legally justify his action.

3. taking from an individual only such property as he is legally authorized to take, and recognizing that 
he is responsible and must account for all such property.

C. When making a lawful arrest or authorized search or seizure. Department personnel will use physical force only 
when the exercise of persuasion, advice, and warning is found to be insufficient to obtain cooperation and use 
only the minimum degree of such physical force necessary on any particular occasion.

D. At all times Department personnel will:

1. never show any bias or prejudice against any race, religion, or other group or individual.

2. act, speak, and conduct themselves in such a manner as to treat all persons widi complete courtesy: and 
with that respect due to every person as a human being.

3. never "talk down* to any group or individual or engage in the use of derogatory terms such as: "nigger, * 
"boy," "splc,• "wop," "kike," "chink," "shine,""borthead," "dago," "polack, " "bohunk, " and the 
like.

4. meet all persons half way and not insolently require citizens to come to them in traffic and other stops.
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in. FREEDOM OP SPEECH AND ASSEMBLY

A. All citizens of this country are guaranteed the right to seek redress of grievances by;

1. freedom of speech,

2. peaceful assembly,

3. peaceful picketing,

4. distribution of handbills providing such distribution is not in conflict with the provisions of MCC Section 
36-28.

B. The rights set out in paragraph HI-A, while fundamental In our democratic society, do not mean that everyone 
with opinions or beliefs to express may do so at any public place and at any time. The constitutional guarantee 
of liberty implies the existence of an organized society maintaining public order, without which liberty Itself 
would be lost In the excesses of anarchy. The exercise of these rights must not:

1. conflict with the governmental responsibility to keep public streets and public facilities open and available 
for public use.

2. violate any law or ordinance, e, g, by promoting the burning of draft cards. ( Title 50, Appendix U. S, Code, 
Section 462, )

3. Include the use of ImflammatOTy remarks related to any instance where a clear and present danger of a riot 
against any person or group of persons exists,

C. Every necessary resource of the Department will be employed to rapidly and decisively enforce statutes and or
dinances which provide for the protection of the rights and property of all citizens,

1, District commanders or, in their absence, watch commanders will assure that adequate manpower Including 
supervisory personnel is available to control and maintain order in every instance where crowds have formed 
or are expected to form,

2, Police personnel in command at the scene of any assembly will be aware of their responsibility to afford 
protection to both participants and nonparticipants, and will deal with illegal acu promptly, decisively, 
and impartially,

IV. ARRESTED PERSONS

A, All citizens of this country, in keeping with our democratic processes, are guaranteed certain basic consti
tutional safeguards. These safeguards will not be denied any citizen even though he has committed, or is sus
pected of having committed, a criminal act.

B. Department personnel will at all times be aware of a prisoner’s rights and will:

1. permit the prisoner to communicate with his attorney and a member of his family by making a reasonable 
number of telephone calls.

2. expedite all neceuary processing so that the prisoner will be detained no longer than necessary.

3. never use force or coercion in seeking admissions of guilt or confessions.

4. recognize and respect the prisoner’s right to refuse to give evidence against himself; however, there is no 
encroachment upon a prisoner's rights if he should voluntarily supply such information.

V. RESPONSIBILITY

Each officer will familiarize himself with the laws and Department regulations pertaining to civil rights to insure his:

A. recognition of each person’s civil rights, and

B. compliance with all laws and Department regulations relating to civU rights.

Superintendent of Police
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X. CONCLUSION

The first chiipter of this report only attempted to provide 
bases of understanding and perspective for the material subse
quently presented. The second objectively attempted to identify 
weaknesses wherever they might exist in the important areas of 
organization, management, and operations. From that point on, the 
report was intended to lay the groundwork for a program of 
rebuilding to bring the department to optimal effectiveness.
These final comments are concerned with guidelines, priorities, 
and cautions to whomever goes such grave responsibility.

The basic decision, of course, centers on three alterna
tives (1) maintenance of the status quo, (2) full-scale rebuilding 
within the direct context of this report or on the basis of 
alternate and locally developed plans, and (3) an in-between 
course of action that acknowledges the inadequacies of the first 
but denies full need for the second.

The status quo approach has no merit and an effort to 
maintain it would be an exercise in futility. Public security is 
in a deteriorating situation from the standpoints of criminal 
depredations, traffic accidents and general community disorder. 
The department is not organized nor managed in such ways that 
ready solutions to these problems are available nor in such a 
manner that the addition of manpower would return service to the 
city in proportion to the additional monetary support required.

The limited approach has some merit but, over the long 
pull, could only make limited gains. It could relieve some 
pressures by expedient actions but could not fill basic needs. 
Progress would be uneven and almost always restricted to minimal 
gains because of the interlocking relationships of most of the
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proposals and the problems they are designed to overcome.
A full scale program of rebuilding is suggested as the 

only long-range answer- to Cleveland’s pressing needs. It would 
be impertinent to assume that all courses of action pi'oposed in 
this report are the only ones available. It is believed, how
ever, that the premises are sound and should be used as founda
tion blocks.

The first and basic step to take is a decision to go 
ahead within a framework of full official support. The second, 
and this may be a matter of appropriate timing, is a decision on 
whether to "go it alone" or to bring in outside management artd 
technical expertise to facilitate the rebuilding process. The 
latter is clearly the better course, if the sense of urgency of 
this report pi-evails. To keep this course of action in perspec
tive, it is said again that this holds the best promise for 
rapid and sound progress but that an ultimate goal is the prepa
ration of department staff to continue departmental development 
on the strength of its own resources.

As made clear earlier in the report, this has been a 
limited study because of time restrictions. To have done more 
without foreknowledge of strong local determination to provide 
Cleveland with an outstanding and professional police service 
perhaps would not have been a sound course of action. If a goal 
of superb service is to be sought largely through local resources 
there should be an in-depth study done which deeply involves local 
personnel in broad yet detailed short and long-range planning 
and this should be done concurrently with the provision of inten
sive supervisory, command and administrative training which 
relates theory to sound and acceptable practices.

On a decision to go ahead, assuming that the problem of 
management is resolved, the proposed staff and inspection bureau 
should be established. Within it primary and immediate emphasis
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should bo on the stftff services and community relations divisions. 
Within the staff services division emphasis must first be placed 
on the planning and research unit, then on supervisory and 
command training, and then on more general personnel matters.

As suggested earlier, the minimal staffing requirement 
for the planning and research unit is about 20 sworn persons and 
adequate supporting staff. Competence and an ability to write 
ai-e basic requisites; rank sould be disregarded in initial 
staffing.

Next in priority with the bureau is the intelligence 
division, followed by the staff inspections and information 
systems divisions. The latter division should not be staffed 
until basic organization is completed, goals are outlined, and the 
records and communications processes begin to take shape. Letters 
of agreement on data processing equipment should be delayed so 
that "hardware" installation coincides with competence to use it.

When development of the staff and inspections bureau is 
under way, the auxiliary services bureau should be created. In it 
high priority must be given the records and communications 
division. Development of a sound records and communications 
system will take several months; its system must be designed and 
specifications drawn. Lead time to delivery of communications 
equipment will run to several months after contracts are awarded.

After the staff and inspections bureau is fully opera
tional and basic work done including area, zone, sector, and beat 
layouts and the development of important manuals, attention then 
should be given to all operating elements. This can be done on 
a concurrent basis although initial emphasis should be on the 
patrol bureau. It is cautioned, however, that communications 
cannot now support many additional field units with present 
basic equipment even though processes are improved,

Cleveland must look forward to a difficult period. 
Exponents of the status quo will be articulate, a period of
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confusion is inevitable, and some mistakes will be made. The 
results should justify the great effort that must be put forth, 
nonetheless. The high potential for service now largely dormant 
in the department, only needs release, development, and direction 
to produce an outstanding police agency. Citizen, government, 
and department cooperation can be the catalyst.
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